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Campus construction halted
South Carolina Budget and Control Board stops campus construction
in effort to lower tuition.
JEFF KINNISON
STAFF WRITER

RYAN LAUNIUS
SPORTS EDITOR

With 13 minutes remaining and
Clemson down by six, standout defensive
end Da'Quan Bowers knew what had to
be done. On a critical third-and-seven,
the 275-pound lineman muscled past the
Hurricane offensive line and delivered a
jarring blow to Jacory Harris, knocking
the ball loose for a loss of 13 yards. While
the Tigers ended up losing to Miami,
Bowers succeeded at giving his team
a chance through his hard work and
perseverance.
Originally ranked as the top recruit
in the country by ESPN at the time of his
signing, Clemson fans immediately had
high expectations for Da'Quan Bowers.
The Community Recreation, Sport
& Camp Management major out of
Bamberg, S.C., enrolled a semester early
and prompdy had the adoration of Tiger
fans everywhere.
"Being a 17 year old and being
ranked so high has its up and downs,"
Bowers said.
see DA'QUAN page C3

Timeout

Local festival
marks autumn
KATE RIPLEY
TIMEOUT EDITOR

The St. Francis Fall for Greenville
is back again this weekend, featuring
headlining bands, classic southern food
and semi-amusing rides for kids. This
festival surely means that fall has arrived.
In the past, Fall for Greenville hasn't
had the best bands or been known as
the most entertaining weekend of the
year, but this time around it looks like
it will be a pretty great festival, featuring
bands like Jason Isbell and the 400 Unit,
Rogue Wave and Deer Tck.
Other bands will be playing
throughout the weekend, such as the
Sequoyah Prep School and Sam Quinn
and the Japan 10, allowing audiences to
hear any genre from rock to folk, R&B
to gospel and even beach music.
While the music will draw most of
the crowd, the foodie scene seems to look
bright with caterers from Soby's New
South Cuisine, Barley's Taproom, Luna
Rosa and many more. Throughout the
weekend, there will also be competitions
such as the Jalapeno Pepper Eating
Contest, Chili Cook-Off and Bartenders'
Mix-Off.
For more information, see the
highlighted events calendar on Dl of
TimeOut.
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Students will get a cut in tuition
next semester thanks to the Budget
and Control Board (B&CB) of South
Carolina.
The B&CB met last Wednesday
with Governor Mark Sanford to vote on
whether or not to impose a construction
moratorium on public colleges. The
vote passed unanimously according to
WCSC News.
The board decided to do this because
of inflated tuition prices. According to
The Post and Courier, tuition costs have
nearly tripled in the last decade. Given
the decline in the economy, the B&CB
decided costs needed to be cut in order
to help families out.
"People in South Carolina are
hurting; many are losing homes, they've
lost their jobs, and they cant pay the
tuition to get their kids educated," Senate
Finance Chairman Hugh Leatherman,
R-Florence, told the Post and Courier.
Colleges will be relieved of the
moratorium when "the institution
certifies to the Executive Director of the
Budget and Control Board the intent
of the institution to lower their tuition
and required fee increases to a level
at or below 7 percent or 6.3 percent,
respectively, before the beginning of the
spring semester of 2011," as stated in the
official motion.
The moratorium only halts statefunded construction and comes with
several exceptions to the rule. Privatelyfunded construction can still move
forward, and so can construction already
underway. This means that the Wendy's

A recent moratorium by Governor Mark Sanford and the S.C. Budget and Control Board has halted construction
on state universities. As a result, students can expect a tuition break in January.
in front of Schilletter dining hall will
still be finished. Also, construction
projects involving building maintenance
and safety improvements will not be
affected.
The B&CB set the line for the
moratorium at a 7 percent increase in
tuition for four-year schools and a 6.3
percent increase for two-year schools
between the spring and fall semesters
this year.
"The [percentages of increase]
were chosen based on the federal

HEPI index," Sanford spokesman Ben
Fox said. According to the sponsoring
Commonfund website, HEPI stands for
"Higher Education Price Index" and is
a yearly inflation tracker for universities
based on several different categories for a
school budget.
Many colleges surpassed the
baseline percentage increase by quite a
bit, including the College of Charleston
at 14.8 percent, Citadel at 13 percent
and Tri-County Technical College at
12.7 percent. Clemson falls over the

moratorium with a 7.5 percent increase.
Clemson administration has not yet
responded according to The Lake Wylie
Pilot. After a meeting on Thursday, the
Board of Trustees decided to reconvene
on the issue in two weeks.
For Clemson students, this means
that tuition will be lowered for next
semester, leaving more money in pocket.
"I'm really glad [for the tuition
cut]," Jordan Gestring, a sophomore
in computer science, said. "It gives me
money to go study abroad."

Theta Chi derecognized
National organization yanks charter; November brings chance for appeal.
TEDDY KULMALA
NEWS EDITOR

The national Board of Directors for
Theta Chi fraternity voted last Tuesday
to revoke the charter of the Clemson
chapter, a disheartening and abrupt
end to an organization that received its
charter only six months ago.
The action followed a tumultuous
week for Greek life at Clemson,
during which a Theta Chi pledge was
hospitalized for over-consumption of
alcohol.
"It's a high-risk night for all of our
fraternities," Associate Director for the
Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life Eli
Ker told The Tiger. "[Theta Chi] violated
the policy, and the national Board of
Directors did not feel the chapter was
willing to take enough responsibility
for it."
Ker said Theta Chi's quick response
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to the incident could grant them some
clemency, and that in the days following
the entire chapter was cooperative in the
interview process per crisis protocol.
"They weren't trying to cover
anything up," he said. "It was basically
them being as cooperative as possible,
knowing that they had messed up. But
their national Board of Directors said it is
too new of an organization to be having
this serious incident, so they made the
decision to close the organization."
The group will have a chance in
November to make an appeal to the
national Board. "So they'll go there and
try to get them to say, 'Never mind, we
can give your charter back, but there are
sanctions,'" Ker said, who said the earliest
the group can be recognized on campus
again is January.
According to Ker, the university was
already investigating the fraternity for
code of conduct violations.
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If Theta Chi is re-recognized,
either the university will resume this
investigation or the matter will be taken
to the student organization re-recognition
committee, which a closed organization
that comes back to campus must go
through and get approval so they can be
recognized again by student government.
"Most likely from that they'll have some
additional sanctions from the university,"
Ker said.
Theta Chi was a previouslyrecognized group on campus years before
the current predicament. The group was
closed in 1999, but that was due to low
membership rather than a judicial issue.
"This is a national organization that
decided to step in before the university
finished its process," Ker said. "Most
national organizations have waited to
see what the university does and then
responded. This fraternity... was trying
to be really pro-active."
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Ker said the organization will face an
uphill battle at its appeal in November,
particularly because of its short stint
on campus. But their actions and
cooperation after the incident will help
them in their presentation.
"[Theta Chi President Ben Boone]
literally did everything we would have
asked him to do, above and beyond,"
Ker said. "Students make bad choices
every day. I think a lot of it shows in how
you react to that and how you respond.
That's a hard pill to swallow."
Ker said the closing sends another
unsettling message to Greek organizations
regarding appropriate conduct. "I hope it
doesn't take a chapter closing for that
message to get across," he said. "I think
the message got across pretty well last
week before Theta Chi closed, but I think
that definitely was another 'Wow!'"
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"X-tra" buses
offer relief

Tradition still
providing shelter

Supplemental CAT buses will accomodate more
students during peak hours of Red route.

Habitat for Humanity helps family twice.
KELLEY NEWMAN

TEDDY KULMALA

STAFF WRITER

NEWS EDITOR

Building the Habitat for Humanity house
on Bowman Field during homecoming week is a
tradition Clemson students have been participating
in for the past 17 years. Students come together and
work around the clock to put together a home for a
low-income family in the area.
This year, despite potential rain delays, the
build went very well and was actually finished
ahead of schedule. Building started on Sept. 22 and
continued throughout the week until its completion
on Oct. 1. Collectively, the week's work totaled
approximately 2,400 man-hours.
The finished house came in at 1,150 square feet
and includes three bedrooms and two bathrooms.
Approximately 380 people worked on the house
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each weekday while others
kept watch overnight.
Fraternities, sororities and other organizations
on campus all took turns taking the night watch,
exemplifying the Clemson community coming
together to work towards a common goal. During
homecoming weekend, students and community
members were encouraged to visit the house and Freshman Kelly Owens is one of 380 people to
take a look inside at the finished product.
work on the Habitat house this year.
"Students always feel the satisfaction of helping Academy in Clemson and is an active member of the
others in need," Angela Marvin, President of the community. The house was moved to Copperfield
Clemson chapter of Habitat for Humanity, said. Drive in Central, S.C., on Oct. 3, two days after
"They also have pride in their work on the house and completion.
often learn new skills and meet new people. Many of
According to The Anderson Independent-Mail,
the students were able to meet the homeowner and teams will now complete a porch, cabinets, dry wall
talk with her some as well."
and "other finishing touches." The family will move
The woman receiving the house is a single in to the house next spring.
mother with a two-year-old child who currendy lives
This success makes a total of 19 homecoming
in Oconee County with her sister in a previously- houses — one year, crews even built two houses
built Habitat house. She works at Kid's Stuff — with more to follow in the coming years.
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Students frustrated with the overcrowding of
Clemson Area Transit's Red route will get some
much-needed relief beginning Monday, Oct. 11.
A supplemental route, CU X-tra, will relieve
some of the overcrowding the CAT buses encounter
during peak hours of the Red route in the morning
and afternoon by running between the Red route's
regular service interval times. In recent years,
CAT employed "the tripper," an extra bus that
accompanied the regular Red bus at a particular
place and time.
"The only difference in the morning from what
we were doing is when the bus fills up, then it can
pass the regular Red route bus and get you to class,"
CAT administrative assistant Cindy Rinehart said.
"It doesn't have to wait behind the other bus like it
did before."

"CU X-tra" will operate between the intervals
route to ease overcrowding.

Rinehart said the new afternoon route will
run from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. from Bryan Circle to
University Village and from Sikes Hall to Cochran
Road. While there are no designated stop times
between the service interval times, she said, "if the
Red route is not there, wait a few minutes, and the
CU X-tra is going to be there."
According to Rinehart, CAT and the
university have received numerous calls regarding
the overcrowding on buses. "We're addressing the
capacity issues. We know that this is actually a shortterm solution, because the passengers continue to
increase," she said, adding that a long-term goal for
CAT is to purchase an articulated bus, which is built
specially to bend in the middle and allow greater
rider capacity.
No plans have been made regarding the
articulated bus, but CAT has looked into pricing
and discussed it with the university.
According to Rinehart, federal and state
funds would purchase the bus with
university funding being kept to a
minimum.
In addition to rider complaints,
Rinehart said federal regulation also
requires better enforcement on the
number of riders on each bus and
noted that at the front of each bus is
a number designating the number of
total passengers safely allowed, sitting
and standing.
"In the past, we would pile
people in there," she said. "Federal
guidelines have gotten really tight
on that, and they're insisting that we
enforce it. So, whereas we probably
of the Red
did get some more students on there
last year, we cannot do it now."
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in conjunction with RED Route

LEMSON AREA fRAN SIT
partnering with CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY

to get you there...
.

Getting to Class/AM Schedule
Flex 1 - 6:57am - 10:27am
University Village to Bryan Circle
Flex 2 - 7:10am - 10:40am
LeMans to Sikes Hall
7:30am - 10:30am
Kelly Rd. to Sikes Hall

■

Getting Home/ PM Schedule
Flex 1 - 2:00pm - 6:00pm
Bryan Circle to University Village
Flex 2 - 2:00pm - 6:00pm
Sikes Hall to Cochran Road
Buses will transport University
students continuously between
service interval times

GSC First & Only r

oogle

Trip Planner

CATous.com

facebook
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The Garrison family opened
Denver Downs Farm on Saturday,
Sept. 25, for their 10th annual
corn maze. This year the design
highlights Clemson and USC
football, the stage flag and Coach
Dabo Swinney's saying, "All In!"
The first year the Garrison
family decided to do a corn maze,
it was one acre in size, and one
of the sons in the family cut
the entire maze with a weed
eater. They have come a long way
from using Weedeaters — now
the family hires a company to
cut the design, which stretches
over twelve acres of corn. A
member of the Garrison family
submits a design every year to
the company, who then maps
out the picture into a grid. The
company sometimes uses a GPS
to help with cutting the design.
There are only 21 5 corn mazes
in the United States and three
in South Carolina. The Garrison
family changes the design every
year to make sure the corn maze
is original.
Farming and Clemson University
are important foundations in
the Garrison family. They keep
Tiger pride close to their hearts
because every person in the

family is a Clemson graduate. The
T. Ed Garrison Arena at Clemson
University is even named after
Thomas Edmond Garrison, Jr., the
current owner of Denver Downs
Farm. When discussing the corn
maze, Katherine Garrison Davis
said, "My favorite part about this
event is that it makes me feel like
I can share my farm heritage with
everybody."
The Garrison family starts
preparing for the fall festivities
months in advance of the event.
They plant the corn seed in May,
and since they can't rely on the
rain during the growing season,
there is current discussion about
installing an irrigation system. The
family has owned and operated
the farm since 1872, and the
current owners, Ed and Juanita
Garrison, have five grown children
and numerous family friends who
help make the fall festivities
possible each year.
This year the Garrison family
encourages Clemson students,
faculty and staff to come out on
Oct. 17 for Clemson Day at the
maze. Nashville country band Due
West will be performing, and $2
of the admission price goes to
the Clemson Alumni Association.
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Also, on Oct. 30 Denver Downs
Farm is having a pumpkin festival
with cash prizes. Participants
are encouraged to bring carved
pumpkins to the farm. Judging will
start at 5 p.m., and winners will
be announced at 6 p.m.
"We all know Clemson students
are busy with academics and other
responsibilities, but we hope they
remember to take the time to

experience everything this area
has to offer," Mrs. Davis said.
"It's the stuff you remember the
most."
The corn maze and other fall
festivities are open from Sept. 25 J
through Oct. 31.
For
more
about
their
hours of operation and other
attractions offered, visit www.
denverdownsfarm.com.
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Dr. William Petit sat through a
three-week trial painfully listening
as he had to relive the worst thing
that ever happened to him.
Three years ago, two men kidnapped and terrorized his entire family, with him ultimately losing his wife
and two daughters. It did not take
the jury long to find Steven Hayes,
47, guilty of 16 of the 17 charges.
He was found guilty on 9 counts
of murder and capital murder and
four counts of kidnapping. He was
acquitted of setting the Petit home on
fire. Prosecutors are seeking the death
penalty for Hayes. On the night of
June 23,2007, Hayes and his accomplice, Joshua Komisarjevsky, entered
the Petit home in New Jersey and
attacked and bound Petit, his wife
and two daughters. Dr. Petit was able
to escape before the two men set his
home on fire. It is not over, though.
Komisarjevsky is being tried separately from his partner in crime.
Fox News
Texas Governor Rick Perry
urges Mexico's president to find the
body of an American man who was
allegedly shot by drug cartel pirates
while jet skiing in Falcon Lake of the
Rio Grande.
According to Fox News, this part
of the lake has been plagued by drug
violence, but this is the first killing,
Tiffany Hartley says Mexican pirates
shot her husband, David, in the head
while they were jet skiing. Mexican
authorities have not yet found any evidence that indicates a crime occurred
and question Hartleys story. Hartleys
family indicated that Mexican officials
are not doing enough to find David
Hartley's body. Governor Perry told
Mexico's president within the next
48 hours he would like a call from
him saying that the American's body
had been recovered. U.S. officials are
unable to investigate Hartley's disappearance because the crime happened
in Mexico.

BBC News
A chimpanzee that was famous
for smoking cigarettes died at a
South African zoo at the age of 52.
The chimp, Charlie, began smoking when visitors threw lit cigarettes at
him and has been smoking since. Zoo
officials said that Charlie attracted
and entertained thousands of visitors
every year.
An autopsy is being done to
determine the cause of death. BBC
News says that zookeepers had been
trying for years to get the chimp to
stop smoking and urged visitors not
to give him cigarettes. His vet does
not believe that Charlie's death was
premature because he lived 10 years
longer than the average chimp. He
also added that Charlie was in and out
of the vet and that he'd been receiving
special care, including protein shakes
and vitamin and mineral supplements.
He believes that Charlie lived a full life
and "succumbed to old age."

♦NEWS

Orchestra waltzes into
concert season

CNN

Fox News
In the past week, Europe's terror alert has been raised and a terrorist attack is highly likely.
U.S.
officials have
urged
Americans traveling in Europe to be
aware of their surroundings and also
to be aware of any suspicious activity.
Fox News says that terrorists have targeted high-profile locations, including
the Eiffel Tower and a hotel near
Berlin's famous Brandengurg Gate.
Specific places were not named
in the terror alert. Americans need to
be vigilant and careful while traveling
in Europe, especially in areas that are
popular for tourism.
Fox News said that a senior western intelligence official relayed to
them that a German-Pakistani was
interrogated at an air base and provided a list of likely targets, including
the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris,
the Eiffel Tower and Hotel Adlon near
Berlin. Fox News was also told that
the British royal family's security has
been tightened because of the threats.
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Repertoire to include "Glass Menagerie" and
"Romeo and Juliet."
JESSICA LAU
STAFF WRITER

The
Clemson
University
Symphony Orchestra, under the
direction of Dr. Andrew Levin,
will perform the first concert of its
2010-11 season on the evening of
Oct. 14.
The percussion and wind
ensembles will be performing a new
arrangement of "Menagerie Waltz."
It is a piece originally composed by
Dr. Levin for the Clemson Players'
production of Tennessee Williams'
"Glass Menagerie." Two years ago
when the play was produced, the
"Menagerie Waltz" was performed by
a violin and mandolin accompanied
by computer-controlled electronic
instruments. This upcoming concert
marks the first time that "Menagerie
Waltz" will be performed by a live
orchestra.
Complementing "Menagerie
Waltz" are six piano solo pieces
by Rachmaninoff that Dr. Levin
has arranged for the strings section
of the orchestra. In addition to
those, the full orchestra will be
performing three other pieces.
Tchaikovsky's "Romeo and Juliet
Fantasy - Overture" is a wellknown love theme widely found in
popular culture today on television
and in movies. "Even if you don't
think you know [the tune]," Dr.
Levin said, "you know it."
The other two pieces may not
be as well known but are certainly
no less interesting. The orchestra
will perform "Festive Overture"
by Dmitri Shostakovich, a Russian
classical composer from the 20th
century. This upbeat and exciting
selection deviates from the rest

The Clemson University Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Dr.
Andrew Levin, will present its first concert on Oct. 14.
of the composer's works, which
generally have a more brooding
and depressing feel. Also to be
performed are three selections,
collectively called "Three Dances,"
from Bedrich Smetana's opera
"The Bartered Bride." Smetana is
known as the first Czech nationalist
composer and wrote distinctly
eastern-European music.
The music selection for the
performance is a combination of
the familiar and unfamiliar with a
wide appeal to a diverse audience.
In choosing the different pieces
for the concert, one of Dr. Levin's
main goals was to reach the people
who don't think they will enjoy
classical music — to show them
how accessible classical music can
be.
The
Clemson
University
Symphony Orchestra currently has
around 75 players, the majority
of which are Clemson University
students who come from all majors.

Dr. Levin is a music professor at
Clemson and the conductor of the
orchestra. The orchestra is slated
to perform three full concerts this
school year. In addition to those
performances, there will be an
outdoor concert in April at the
Madren Conference Center. There
the orchestra will perform alongside
the Clemson band, jazz ensemble
and choruses.
Students interested in joining
the orchestra are welcome to attend
a concert to get an idea of what it's
about.
Auditions are held at the
beginning of each semester —
students who are interested or have
questions can contact Dr. Levin at
alevin@clemson.edu.
The Oct. 14 concert will be
held at the Brooks Center for the
Performing Arts and starts at 8 p.m.
The concert is free for Clemson
students with IDs; for the general
public, tickets cost $5.
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Task force and Greeks propose changes
Student-led alcohol task force plan presented to Board of Trustees.
JORDAN SMITH
STAFF WRITER

Last
Friday,
the
Clemson
University Board of Trustees was
presented with the findings of the
student-led alcohol task force.
Representatives of Clemson's Greek
community also detailed their
commitment to cutting the number
of alcohol-related incidents within
their organizations.
The task force's recommendations
focused on ways to curb dangerous
incidents involving alcohol through
enhanced awareness, education and
enforcement programs.
The initiatives proposed by the
task force include an office dedicated
to preventing and resolving drug and
alcohol problems among students.
According to Undergraduate Student
Body President Ryan Duane, nearly
half of all Clemson students are not
aware that Clemson has an alcohol
prevention program already in place.
By combining the alcohol-related
programs conducted by EMpower
and Redfern's Healthy Campus
Initiative, Duane hopes all students
will know where to look for help
when an alcohol or drug-related
problem comes up.
Duane also pushed for the return
of the NightCAT bus program

that offered frequent service from
downtown bars to area apartment
complexes, which he believes will
help curb drunk driving and reduce
the number of drunken people
congregating
downtown
while
waiting for a ride home, leading
to lower incidences of fights and
vandalism.
NightCAT disappeared after
the university chose not to renew
a sponsorship from Budweiser that
funded the program.
The task force also wants the
freshman orientation program to
include more information on what
Clemson expects of its students when
it comes to alcohol.
Enforcement of the university's
alcohol policies will also be stepped
up with a focus on high-risk cases,
which are those involving harm to
yourself or others, an ER visit, a DUI
or distributing alcohol to minors.
Three members of the alcohol
task force — Interfraternity Council
president James Clinton, Panhellenic
Council president Suzanne Pickens
and National Panhellenic Council
president Arthur Doctor — then
outlined how Clemson's Greek
community plans to deal with
alcohol issues.
Among the ideas proposed by the
Greeks was a program called 'Party

Done Right.' Adopted by the IFC at
Auburn University, Clemson's Greek
organizations would attend a house
party that meets IFC's national
standards. The goal of this effort is to
show that when a house party is held
correctly, the risks associated with
alcohol consumption are reduced.
A liaison program with the
Clemson City Police was also
discussed. This voluntary program
would connect a chapter with a police
lieutenant who would encourage safe
practices and act as a contact when

JET

issues arise within that chapter.
According to Eli Ker, associate
director for the Office of Fraternity
and Sorority Life, this presentation
was not related to last week's situation
involving the Greek life sanctions
and was planned about six weeks in
advance.
The Board of Trustees responded
positively to the presentation.
"We were here to engage, to
listen and to learn, and I think we
did," Chairman of the Board David
Wilkins said. "I'm frankly impressed

with the depth of the presentation."
The Board also made it clear that
they would act in the best interest of
Clemson's students.
"We want to continue to do
everything we can as a board to
ensure the welfare, safety and
educational success of our students,"
Wilkins said.
It is now up to the Board of
Trustees to decide what course of
action Clemson University will take
in dealing with alcohol and the
structure of its Greek community.
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* Teach English to Japanese youth in
public schools
* Work in local government offices
* Experience Japanese culture
* Gain international experience
The JET Program offers year-long pa.d positions round-trip
a.f transportation to Japan, health .nsurance, traimng. and more' No Japanese sk.il
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Ford awarded
Palmetto Patriot

On this day in

History
2007 - Marion Jones gives up five Olympic medals after
admitting to using performance-enhancing drugs.
2003 - Arnold Schwarzenegger is elected governor of
California.
1993 - Howard Stern releases his first book, "Private
Parts."
1980 - Bob Marley collapses on stage and is brought to
Sloan-Kettering Hospital.
1971 - John Lennon releases his megahit "Imagine."
1957 -The Brooklyn Dodgers announce their move to Los
Angeles.
1944 - "Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet" debuts on CBS
radio.
1915 — The Phillies win their first and only World Series
game before 1980, beating the Red Sox 3-1 with an eighthinning two-run rally.
1871 - A gas explosion destroys Peshtigo, Wis.
1775 - Officers decide to bar slaves and free blacks from
the Continental Army.
314 — Battle at Cibalae: Emperor Constantine defeats
Emperor Licinius.
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Legendary Clemson coach is recognized with Lieutenant
Governor in Miami pre-game festivities.
JAY INGLES
STAFF WRITER

Clemson couldn't pull out a
win against Miami on Saturday,
but its community notched a win
when one of its most beloved and
historic figures received an award
commending his excellence both on
and off the football field.
The Palmetto Patriot is an award
that recognizes individuals who have
made outstanding contributions to
the state of South Carolina and
their fellow citizens.
In other words, individuals like
former Clemson football coach
Danny Ford.
South Carolina Lieutenant
Governor Andre Bauer presented
the latest Palmetto Patriot award to
Ford at Memorial Stadium prior to
the start of the Miami game.
Ford was met with a standing
ovation from the Clemson faithful
— including those who remember
the era in which he coached and
those whose only knowledge of that

time comes from the stories they've
heard.
Bauer established the Palmetto
Patriot Program to honor South
Carolinians who have had an
immeasurable impact on the state
and their communities.
"Our state has been very
fortunate throughout the generations
to have people that went beyond the
call of duty," Bauer said. "Francis
Marion, John C. Calhoun, Strom
Thurmond, these were individuals
that were willing to give sacrifice
above self. We wanted a way to
recognize these kinds of people."
The
award
has
honored
individuals in many different areas,
including fallen soldiers, politicians
and law enforcement officers.
Bauer cited Ford's continued
support of charity events and his
numerous efforts to give back to
the community as reasons for the
presentation.
From making guest appearances
to signing autographs, Ford remains
close to the community where he

was once was, and still is, the biggest
of celebrities.
"Everywhere I go, Coach Ford
continues to give back. He didn't
leave the community after he was
no longer the coach here — he came
right back," Bauer said.
Ford has shown a loyalty to
Clemson and its people that few, if
any, can claim, even after parting
ways with the football program in
1990. "To me, that is a patriot.
Someone who is more concerned
about helping other people," Bauer
said.
Ford coached Clemson from
1978 to 1989, compiling an
incredible 96-29-4 record. His
96 wins rank second in Clemson
history behind only the legendary
Frank Howard.
He
won
five
ACC
Championships, won six bowl
games and led the Tigers to the
1981 National Championship.
The 22-15 win over Nebraska still
stands as Clemson's only National
Championship in football.
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100 HELP WANTED
Earn Extra Cash! Contact
rearwindowads.com

200

FOR SALE

Clemson Downs Volunteers Yard
Sale - Sept. 25 at 746 Berkeley
Drive, Clemson. 8 a.m. until
4 p.m.

SCOOTER FOR SALE. Yamaha
Zuma 50cc, 2008 model, only
1,978 miles. Excellent condition.
$1,525 with Shoei helmet.
864-868-2526 or
864-506-1410.

250 AUTOMOTIVE
BIG V AUTOMOTIVE^)
BELLSOUTH.NET, 639-5000,
Complete Automotive Repairs, Foreign,
Domestic, Tires, Brakes, Diagnostics,
Moped Sales and Service.

300

FOR RENT

'lace a Class!

Office Telephone Hou
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Office Address

Summer subleasers needed. 2 bedroom apartment on Sloan Street
downtown. $400/month, includes
internet, cable, and water.
Great location.
Call Meghan at 203-554-0953.
For rent: HIGHPOINTE
CONDOMINIUMS, 24 hour
security on site, 4BR, 4BA, washer/
dryer, clubhouse.
864-884-3488. e-mail: akspearman@bellsouth.net.

Country Farm House For Rent.
4 BR, 3 BA, 2 fireplaces, mostly
furnished, private area. $1200
monthly, utilities not included.
NO PETS. 864-304-2925

400

3 p.m. Tuesday

By Phone: (864) 656-2167
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com

SERVICES

Textbooks bought and sold, new
and used, online buybacks. Buy,
sell, rent at cheapbooks.com.
260-399-6111. Espanol,
212-380-1763,
Urdu/Hindi/Punjabi,
713-429-4981. See other site for
other support lines.

Male spring subleaser needed.
Clemson Place Apartments. 3 BR,
3BA. Washer/dryer.
•
Call Ryan at: 404-502-9431

GOT LEGAL ISSUES? Call
Clemson Attorney Steve Lapham.
864-508-2154,
stevelapham@yahoo.com

North Clemson Apartments. Jan• May subleaser needed. 1 or 2 bedroom options. $325/month. Call
Aaron at 803-230-3287 or e-mail
asniker@clemson.edu.

PET CARE: Sitting, walking,
and bathing starting at $5! Your
place or mine. Contact smoulto@
clemson.edu, or 919-522-1125 for
more information.

Payment Methods

Students:

50 cents/word

Other:

$1.00/word

Cash, Check

In Person: 315 Hendrix Center
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

assified i

)eadline

(864) 656-2167 • classified@TheTigerNews.com

500 ON CAMPUS

700 .OST & FOUND

SBI? Are your study skills working
for you? If not, call the ASC!
864-656-6452 FREE!

If you think you may have lost an
article on a CAT bus, PLEASE call
or go by the office. We have a lot
of lost and found articles waiting
to be claimed! 654-2887
1200 Tiger Blvd. Suite 2.

550

EVENTS

Is your club/organization having
an event you want to promote?
The Tiger Classifieds is the perfect place! Student rates are super
cheap. See above or call 864-6562167 for more information!

Been to the "Zone"? Check out
the ASC Tutor Zones and the free
tutoring schedule at www.clemson.
edu/asc.

900

PERSONALS

Lonely presenters seeking students... check out the ASC workshop schedule at www.clemson.
edu/asc
A wonderfully happy belated to a
dear Mr. Connor Schmitz... and
my sincere apologies to the lack of
consideration last week. <3

Imagine...
Your ad
here!
The Tiger Classifieds
is a great way to
promote any campus
organization.
Distributed across
campus weekly, you
can really get your
name out there!
Call (864) 656-2167
for more information!

VOTED BEST FRIED CHICKEN

Tlfie Steak 1-Couse Cafeteria
316 East Main Street, Walhalla, SC 29691
864-638-3311
www.thesteakhousecafeteria.com
Voted *Best of BesT Fried Chicken
Bring in this ad for a 10% discountl
(max discount per visit $10)
Offer expires May 2011

andmari with home-cooking since 1941
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OPINIONS
Online attacks hurt

STEPHANE REY/art director

Middle school sucks. Despite the considerable lack of eloquence in the
phrasing of that statement, there is
no other way to truly describe the middle
school experience. Fitting in is tough, and
children at that age can be brutal. Bullying is a
common practice and can have harmful effects
on the personalities of students.
But there is another formative time in
one's life that is also difficult for many to cope
with, and in some ways is just as tough or even
tougher to make it through without emotional
damage: freshman year of college.
Change is never easy. Whether the change
is moving across the country, getting a new job
or even a switch in the time of your favorite TV
show, all change affects us in varying ways.
Especially difficult is a change that involves
integrating with new groups of people and
being forced to fit in. I don't care who you
are, that scenario causes everyone at least
some anxiety. Assimilating into a new group of
people is daunting, and the possibility of being
judged or made fun of increases.
Whether bullying is happening in middle
school or in college, there is a new medium
that emotional attackers have on their side:
social media. Studies have shown that kids
today spend over seven hours per day on media
devices. Open your eyes right now. If you are
in class and there are computers open, chances
are they are on Facebook. Social media is a
reality in society, and it is being used as one
more tool in the bully's playbook.
A few weeks ago, cyberbullying made a
splash in national news when freshman Tyler
Clementi was found dead, presumably as a
result of cyberbullying from his roommate at
Rutgers University. Authorities say Dharun
Ravi, dementi's roommate, and Molly Wei
have been charged with invasion of privacy
after placing a camera in Clementi's room and
broadcasting his sexual exploits live on the

internet. To add another level of depth to the
story, the sexual exploits captured on film were
between Clementi and another male student.
After finding out this fact, Ravi began to
post about Clementi on his Twitter account.
He posted two messages: "Roommate asked
for the room 'till midnight. I went into Molly's
room and turned on my webcam. I saw him
making out with a dude. Yay," and "Anyone
with iChat, I dare you to video chat me
between the hours of 9:30 and 12. Yes, it's
happening again."
One day later, Clementi jumped off a
bridge to his death, presumably due to this
heavy cyberbullying. Clementi paid the ultimate price for cyberbullying; he chose to end
his life rather than deal with the judgments of
his peers.
It is a truly sad story that could have been
avoided. Cyberbullying has taken off since
the rise of social networks like Facebook and
Twitter. According to CNN research, cyberbullying can cause higher levels of depression in
a child than traditional bullying primarily due
to the fact that anonymous attacks can leave
children feeling more "isolated, dehumanized
or helpless at the time of attack."
Anonymity is just one of the contributing
factors to what makes cyberbullying so dangerous. When users can hide behind a screen name
and mount attacks from the comfort of their
bedrooms, accountability for bullies is gone.
They can say whatever they like. This may
not apply to some mediums like Facebook that
use real names, but there have been instances
where people have created fake Facebooks for
the purpose of bullying. Anonymous bullying
over the Internet can hit harder for the victims
also because the victim does not know who is
attacking them. It can be more distressing for
the victim when they think the person attacking
them might even be a close friend.
The Internet gives a wide audience for

Surge Moghaddassi

What measures do you think
should be taken against cyber
bullying?

"This is an
example of why
privacy is so
important in our
society, and why
it's so important
that everybody
has a right to it."

Dave Davidson

"Privacy is
important, but it
will not end cyber
bullying. The line
was crossed by
putting a video
up - those dudes
should ... practice
some discretion in
their internet use."

bullying and can make it easier for bullies
to gang up on victims. Relationships on the
Internet can feel just as real as relationships in
real life, and being attacked in cyberspace can
hurt just as badly as an attack in real life. When
someone posts something positive about you
on Facebook, you take it to heart as if it was a
compliment paid in person, and you also react
accordingly when someone posts something
negative about you.
With unregulated social network bullying affecting so many and being so extreme,
something about the bullying epidemic needs
to be done to prevent tragedies in the future.
Yes, bullying will never be erased from society,
but attacks over the Internet are becoming too
common and vicious to be ignored.
Posting about someone on the Internet is
almost impossible to prosecute because it is so
hard to trace. But more effort needs to be made
to stop those that attack with malicious intent.
You cannot yell at someone and make a scene
in the street, say slanderous things in a public
forum or print untrue libelous statements. Yet
the Internet doesn't have nearly as stringent
penalties for similar comments made online
(or any at all).
The counterargument to trying to curtail
vicious Internet posting is the protection of first
amendment rights. But your first amendment
rights end the minute you impede on someone
else's rights, and this includes malicious statements made by bullies toward victims.
How someone can justify posting the hurtful messages made about Clementi and the
subsequent Internet broadcast leading to his
death is appalling. This generation is more
accepting of differences now than ever; the
strides made for equality and tolerance in the
1960s have created a more broadminded and
accepting world. But it isn't perfect. The anonymity of the Internet threatens that progression of society and makes it easier for the few
Susannah Coblentz

"Just don't go
online."

intolerant people to be heard by society, which
undercuts the broadminded values of American
culture today.
Making fun of someone for being homosexual, from a different race, from a different
economic class or for liking certain things is a
hate crime. There is no reason to allow these
types of attacks to go unpunished.
Another way the effects of cyberbullying
(and bullying in general, frankly) can be minimized is for schools (including colleges) to
increase the amount of psychologists and counselors qualified to help students deal with the
pain of being attacked by peers. Middle school,
high school and even college are tough times in
life; sometimes it takes years for people to find
out who they are and to accept that everyone is
different in some way.
At some point we have all felt lost or confused or overwhelmed by the thought of what
others think of us, and we need someone to
help us through. Having someone on staff to
deal with this at schools can help students deal
with the realities of school and growing up.
Social media permeates our lives every
day. Now more than ever it is necessary to
realize that relationships online can affect our
lives as much as relationships in real life. And
personal attacks made online can have disastrous effects on the victims. It shouldn't take
the death of an innocent student that couldn't
deal with the judgment of his peers to make us
look at controlling anonymous Internet attacks.
One death is too many.
We are supposed to be one of the most
progressive and accepting generations in
history, so let's start acting that way.
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written
by the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority
view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual
view of any particular member.

Eric Trofatter

"The managers of
domains should have
stricter regulations as
to what goes up
on their sites."

Keleigh Haluska

"Cyberbullying
should be
punished the
same as bullying.
You may not
physically hurt
the person,
[but] the mental
damage may
even be worse."

OPINIONS

TV defines viewers
KARL LVKKEN

Columnist
The night of Oct. 2,1959 marked
the premiere of Rod Serling's
masterwork, "The Twilight
Zone." This landmark science fiction
and horror anthology series proved
highly entertaining, earning a lasting fan
base and spawning two television revivals and a film adaptation. However,
the magnificence of the series depends
not only on its ability to fascinate and
amuse viewers but also on the show's
ability to effectively deliver important
social messages.
Rod Serling used "The Twilight
Zone" to denounce hate, prejudice,
war, greed, mob violence and many of
the other problems he saw in society,
showing characters come to their ruin
because of these undesirable traits. By
inserting his social views into a series
with a high entertainment value, Serling
increased the potency of his messages,
as the emotional state viewers entered
while watching "The Twilight Zone"
left them more susceptible to Serling's
arguments.
People are not entirely rational
creatures. We all too often search for
evidence to support our conclusions
instead of drawing conclusions from
available evidence. We frequently treat
arguments against our views as statements to either refute or ignore rather than as potentially valid points we
should use to reevaluate our beliefs.
We commonly allow our emotions to
override logic.
Due to our irrationality, arguments
relying on emotion generally prove
more effective in changing our opinions
than arguments resting on facts and
reason. If we feel sympathy or indignation on behalf of a cause or possess
significant affection for a proponent of
that cause, we are liable to advocate
the cause ourselves. Accordingly, arguments conveyed subtly through television shows that tap into our emotions
are more likely to change our way of
thinking than arguments presented in
a dry format, regardless of whether or
not the dry format presents stronger
evidence of the validity of its claim.
Television programs can evoke feelings of happiness, sorrow, pity, anger,
indignation and fear in us, leaving us
in prime condition to support whatever
makes us feel good and oppose whatever makes us feel bad. When a character we care about saves herself from an
ax-wielding psycho by using a handy

pistol — making us feel relieved and
happy — we may well look favorably
upon having accessible firearms. When
a prejudiced mob murders a character
we feel a deep affinity for, enraging and
saddening us, we are disposed to think
ill of prejudice and mob violence.
Further, according to show number 328 of "This American Life," the
award-winning radio program, a study
has shown that watching a television
program with a constant set of characters over an extended period affects the
brain in a similar manner to interacting
with human friends. It follows that people may pick up habits and personality
traits from their favorite television characters just as they acquire traits and habits from their friends. Hence, television
programs containing moral, respectful
characters can encourage the development of good character in viewers.
Subtlety is crucial to conveying
ideas effectively with television, as
viewers become defensive when they
know a program will challenge their
views. Defensive viewers detach themselves from the characters and story and
feel indignant at the obvious attempt
to contradict their opinions, thereby
rendering themselves nearly incapable
of being dissuaded from their current
position. By slightly altering the specifics of an issue or keeping their agenda
concealed until after viewers are emotionally invested, television programs
can prevent viewers from growing
defensive and thus leave them open to
different opinions.
That television allows for effective
dissemination of views proves not only
the potential usefulness of television
but also its potential dangers. Shows
that strive only to be entertaining can
unwittingly encourage negative behaviors in viewers. People may emulate
the irresponsible, destructive attitudes
of television characters in the same way
they do the attitudes of their friends.
Persistent portrayal of certain groups as
villains may cause viewers to unfairly
associate those groups with villainy.
Showing reckless action unaccompanied by negative consequences may
lead viewers to think recklessness is
acceptable.
As such, television producers have
a responsibility to ensure that their programs do not encourage behavior detrimental to society. Television is incredibly influential, and careful planning is
required to ensure that this influence is
positive.
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PUTTING THINGS INTO
PERSPECTIVE
talk inaudibly, to which his mother
the smile on that kid's face when I
responded, "Yes, he's gotta go put his
stooped down to let him see my drum.
drum to sleep now."
Sure the loss was disappointing, and
I don't know why, but I stopped,
the officiating left a lot to be desired.
and as I turned around, they'd caught
And of course noon kickoffs will
up with me. I can't remember this
always be loathed in every aspect.
boy's name, but I'll never forget how
But was it right to let that eclipse
big his eyes became when I handed
the multitude of great things to be
him one of my mallets and knelt
enjoyed on game day? Tailgating at 8
down so he could hit the drum. For
axn. for a noon kickoff; bolting from
a moment, he held and looked at the
the west end zone tunnels and onto
mallet, which was as long as his arm.
the field with Tiger Band; the sea
He looked at the drum, which was
of orange and purple that permeates
almost as tall as him. Then, he let
every crevice of campus; the crystal
loose, swinging the mallet into what
clear sky and cool, crisp air one can
was a big white wall for him. His
only experience on a fall Saturday
mom quickly pulled out her camera
afternoon in Clemson.
phone and snapped a few pictures as
I'm a senior here now, and I will
he took swings at the drum.
only get to enter the field with Tiger
"Okay, son, that drum's probably
Band as a student just a few more
getting heavy. Give him his stick
times. I hate that we lost the game,
back," she said. The toddler held the
and I didn't appreciate our post-game
mallet in the air for a moment, looked
show being dominated by the rude,
at his mother, then up at me, and then
mindless antics of an interloper. But
back at the mallet, which he then
these few things not going our way,
handed to me. "Say thank you," she
in the grand scheme of things, are not
said, to which he responded with
that big a deal. There's still plenty of
another inaudible utterance. She took
football to be played and watched,
his hand and they continued on, and I
beer to be drunk and fun to be had.
noticed a smile spreading across my
And while these things and many
sunburnt face.
more play an integral part of the game
My mom, who had stopped and
day experience at Clemson, none shall
watched with my dad, turned to him
touch my heart so much as the smile
and said, "Well, I guess that puts
of that little child and how quickly it
things into perspective." And it did. I
changed my outlook on things.
thought of the good things in my life
and those of us who are fortunate to TEDDY KULMALA is a senior majoring
be students and families of students in communication studies. E-mail com\
here at Clemson. And I thought of ments to letters@TheTigerNews.com.

TEDDY KULMALA

News Editor

M^.

Last Saturday afternoon, I, like
every other Clemson fan and
student, was extremely disappointed and irritated after the excruciating loss to Miami. The uninspired,
lackluster performance by the team,
exacerbated by the perplexing rulings
of the officials, all under the scorching
afternoon sun (thanks to the alwaysappreciated noon kickoff) had me in a
foul mood by the game's end.
As a member of the drumline, I
joined my fellow percussionists for
our traditional post-game show on the
tiger paw. However, our performance
was disrupted by the performance of
a lone Miami fan, who showed us
just how trashy and classless people
can be in winning. He busted through
the drumline, ran among our fans and
taunted them by waving a Miami flag,
a la Gamecock fans.
After that display, we finished
up the show, but instead of staying
and chatting with fans and friends, I
grabbed my bass drum and stormed
back toward the Brooks Center. As
I entered the breezeway, I passed a
woman walking and holding hands
with her toddler son who appeared
to be physically handicapped. We
walked in stride for a few steps, just
long enough for the boy to point and

Paws up,

HP

A California judge ruled that the
University of Southern California
over South Carolina is the only
school in the nation allowed to
use the "SC" symbol on

paws down

An Oregon man set his boss's
car on fire when he discovered
he was going to be fired.

its jerseys.
The telephone number listed on Chad
Ochocinco's celebrity charity cereal
mistakenly led callers to a sex line
rather than to the listed charity.

I

An artist from Pennsylvania
created a life-sized bust of actor
Kevin Bacon... out of bacon.
«£i;

MSML I

is a freshman majoring in
mathematical sciences. E-mail comments
to letters@TheTigerNews.com.
KARL LYKKEN

per Customer j

Quote of the V/eek
A lawyer for Southern
California claimed that the letter? 'SC were 'more deservedly linked to the Trojan?' warrior rather than to a goofy
little chicken."
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Oconee Country Club
Golf Special for
Students:
18 holes with cart
$15
Play anytime 7 days a week

We cordially invite you to attend

BIBLE TALKS
being held at the

Central Clemson Senior Center
120 Commons Way CENTRAL
TUESDAYS 7:30 PM
Oct. 5, 12, 19 & 26
These talks are quiet and reverent.
Original Christianity emphasized.

EVERYONE IS WELCOME
Speakers Vaughn Ellingson & Jim Holt
No collections No literature distributed

Offer expires October 31st

I

For tee times call 864-882-8037
Proper Golf Attire is required
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There is not much glory in this
job of editor in chief. Sure, I ate
dinner with President Barker
this week. I attended a lunch with
Brad Brownell earlier this semester.
But it's mostly the writers, photographers and section editors who get to do
the fun sniff, like go behind the scenes
of ESPN Gameday or sit down with
musicians.
I'm the one who gets to shake the
hands, do the hobnobbing, eat free
meals. That's all cool, of course. I love
free food. But really, I don't get much
extrinsically from being editor — no
scholarship, no respite from my work
(I think in terms of issues rather than
weeks), and everyone thinks I can do
them a favor. I'm not even planning
on going into journalism when 1 grow
up — I am here because I love The
Tiger and because 1 truly love my job.
But, like all jobs, there are aspects I
don't love, and that is what I'm here
to address.
I try to please everyone. It hardly
works. Every week there is someone
mad at The Tiger (and in effect, me)
for something published, or in some
cases, not published. This past week,
The Tiger had some unhappy people
regarding our article on the Greek community's standing.
Something everyone needs to
understand is that The Tiger is neutral
and strives to be accurate. In fact, if we
intentionally neglect facts, we can be
sued for libel, which is no fun, because
while The Tiger has enough money to
buy pizza, print a weekly paper and
give the staff some pocket change

(seriously, pocket change), we don't
have enough money to hire lawyers to
handle a lawsuit. So really. The Tiger
takes this libel law stuff quite seriously.
One of the reasons The Tiger staff
can be neutral and strive for accuracy
is because we are self-run with nobody
to answer to. As in, we receive no university funding. We cannot be gagged
or censored by anyone, nor do we have
to play into some corporation's agenda
like the "big guys" in news (Fox, CNN,
etc.). This is fantastic, because it allows
The Tiger to truly be the voice of whoever needs one.
One of the complaints I have heard
about our article was that it didn't
show the point of view of Greeks.
Well, you know what's really hard to
do? Get the point of view of people
who will not share it. People in the
Greek community were basically under
a gag order by Intrafratemity Council,
College Panhellenic Council and, for
some, by their National Headquarters;
this means they were told not to speak
to the press. Which is really unfortunate
for The Tiger, because it does not allow
us to report on the feelings of those who
were affected by the situation.
That was the voice of 33 percent
of campus silenced; the voice of the
people who were directly affected; the
people who could give the hard facts
about what was going on and how the
Greek community felt. While I admire
Suzanne Pickens, James Clinton and
Eh Ker for their work as leaders and
representatives for the Greek community and believe they are fantastic advocates, frankly The Tiger was not solely
interested in their opinion; they are not
the people of the Greek community.
The same reason why reporters ask
citizens for their opinions on political
matters is why The Tiger wanted opinions from the Greek community; we
wanted to be able to share what Greeks

thought and what they were feeling, not
whatever watered-down, wishy-washy
opinion was drafted up in a meeting
of how the Greek community is supposed to say it feels. Unfortunately, we
were not able to get the opinions of the
Clemson students directly impacted by
these events because of some gag order
that supposedly had some dire, undesirable consequences if broken.
Now, here is something laughable:
people believe the article was biased.
Yes, biased. To those who think that,
I suggest you look up the word. I
don't know where these people got
the idea or which way they believe the
article swayed, but I can assure you,
this article was not biased. The Tiger
worked exceptionally hard to keep its
coverage of these events as neutral and
even as possible, as we serve everyone
in the Clemson community, and it is
our job to report the facts (read that one
more time, the FACTS) of every matter
related to this area.
The Tiger got all its information
from the sources provided to us. All
the people quoted in our story and
Opinions section were quoted of their
own volition, fully knowing the consequences of their actions. That includes
the one Greek student brave enough to
state his opinion on the matter.
I have to say, I struggled with
whether or not I should publish that
student's quote. I am Greek, and I knew
there was a no-talking-to-the-media
rule. But in the end, I decided to run the
quote, because that student had something to say and wanted to be heard.
That student knew the consequences
of his actions, and I know it was not
a popular decision among those who
were aware that I am Greek. But in my
capacity as editor in chief, I thought it
was more important for a student who
had something to say to be heard than
be silenced.

As an organization made up of
Greeks and non-Greeks, people who
agreed with the moratorium on Greek
life and who didn't, I can assure you
everyone on staff has an opinion on
this matter. I have an opinion, too,
but as the editor in chief of this paper,
it is my duty to not use this paper as
an expression of my opinion masquerading as fact but to uphold the
standards of good, pure and true journalism, which are to report facts in an
unbiased, objective manner that allows
readers to form their own opinions. In
this paper, my opinion does not matter.
You know what matters? Your opinion.
You, the reader, are who matters to me
and to The Tiger.
We give everyone up to 400 words
to express their opinions in a letter to
the editor. If you feel strongly enough,
you can submit a fuD-blown article to
the Opinions section. My opinion and
the staff's opinion are not what we
care about, because we don't produce
this paper for our own benefit; we
produce it for the benefit of the people
we serve.
Foremost, we serve the students
of Clemson University. This paper is
yours, guys. Use it as a tool for your
means. The Tiger can't read minds, and
it can't be everywhere at once. If you
have an event you feel strongly about,
tell us about it. We want to report what
the students care about.
If someone is mistreating you or
your organization, or you feel something is unfair, or you think something
shifty is going on, TELL US. Let us
dig. let us find the facts, let us help you
bring your issues to the forefront by
presenting them to the Clemson area's
only newspaper.
STEPHANIE BURNS is a senior majoring
in psychology. E-mail comments To letters@TlieTigerNewsrom.
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Once upon a time in a land of
soft hearts and fragrant roses
lost long ago, there was such
a thing as romance. There once was a
time when young, handsome Romeos
did court a fair Juliet with songd sung
through an open window on a midsummer night's eve. But that time is now
little more than a deflated fantasy, left
limp and shriveled in the forgotten
cemetery of courtly love. We now find
ourselves in an era in which technology has raped the ideal of romance and
left in its wake an emotionally-handicapped, compulsively-pornographic
society.
The genesis of this society began
with the dawn of the internet in "the
1990s. The internet, and specifically
e-mail, emerged as a means of communication alternative to conventional
post wsaSl. It wasn't beg, Iwwevw,
until e-mail became ■. form .-,:"..-..:••,.,
five dependency, WSfo e-jnwa,, wJwt

conversations can be held via text, and
even entire relationships can as well.
The impersonality and anonymity of
text messaging breaks down the walls
of inhibition that would otherwise prevent us from discussing those things
that we fear too greatly to discuss in
person, like sex for example.
Since we are inherently sexual
creatures and no time more powerfully so than during adolescence, it is
no surprise that technology that was
once a social crutch has become a
sexual facilitator. Even the ability to
email sexual pictures was a precursor of the 'sexting' phenomenon; the
emergence of text messaging as a pornographic tool is not surprising and is,
in a way. natural and consistent both
with our nature and with our abuse of
technology.
The effect of electronic communication on our ability to socially
interact is debilitating. Facebook has
replaced the now antiquated practice of
physically meeting with a person. We
have become trained to communicate
with people on personal, romantic and
sexual teveSs ini a® anonymous and
uninhibited electronic em#arjmejit. in
^te process forgetting whffi it means to
Waly toteraot wMh aMrtierharaian being

osfped deveteped mm «s«eiMHg tJwa
w*te psepte mxMfy fe«*cipr*d.
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copy@TheTigerNews x-om
(864)656-2150
ASHLEY DEAN

Copy Editor

If I see one more person fall off a longboard, I will
not hold in my laughter.

GREG BLANTON

Columnist

BRITTANY KROUT

Copy Editor
KATHERINE SWATHWOOD

I hate taking a football to the face.

Copy Editor
WEBSITE
webmaster® TheTigerNews .com
(864) 656-2150

Nice CAT bus drivers who skip their break to help
two idiots rule.

GABY MEDINA

Website Editor/Computer Manager

I hate when people text each other when they're in
the same room.

DISPLAY ADS
advcrtising@TheTigerNews.cnm
(864) 656-2167
CONNOR SCHMITZ

Advertising Manager

My professor can never answer my questions, yet
he grades my tests. Seriously?

LAURA GREY TAYLOR

Creative Services
CLASSIFIEDS
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t864t656-2167
CONNOR SCHMITZ

I need more beer dragons in my life.
I stil haven't forgiven stingrays for what they did
to Steve Irwin.
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INSIDE

The hunt for October is finally over. How will things pan out in the playoffs?

Flying High: Qub Ultimate to host conference tourney. Page C4
Same Da'Quaru Different attitude. Page C3

TIGER
SCHEDULE
VOLLEYBALL
Friday 10/8
Florida State @ 7 p.m
Tallahassee, Fla.
Sunday 10/10
Miami @ 1 p.m.
Coral Gables, Fla.
Friday 10/15
N.C. State @ 6 p.m.

Clemson, S.C.

WOMEN'S S<
Sunday 10/1
Duke @ 2 p.m.
Durham, N.C.
Thursday 10/14
Maryland @ 7 p.m.
College Park, Md.

MEN'S SOCCER
Friday 10/8
Boston College @ 7 p.m.

Clemson, S.C.
Tuesday 10/12
Elon @ 7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

GOLF
Friday 10/8-10
Brickyard
All Day
Macon, Ga.

FOOTBAL^^^^J
Saturday 10/9
North Carolina @ 3:30 p.m.
Chapel Hill, N.C.

SECTION

SPORTS

WE'RE ON THE WEB!
www. thetigernews. com

Turnovers doom Tigers
Six Miami takeaways account for 21-30 homecoming loss.
TIM WENDEL
STAFF WRITER

All of the events of Homecoming
Week were successful and worthwhile
to watch — except Saturdays football
game versus No. 16 Miami. A game
that saw six turnovers committed by
Clemson and two by Miami was anything but flawless. The game opened
with Miami taking an early 7-0 lead
after Jacory Harris connected with
Leonard Hankerson through the air for
a 22-yard touchdown. Clemson quickly
responded by putting points for the Tigers on the board. After two consecutive three and outs, Andre Ellington
busted through a hole to the left and
took off down the sideline for a 71-yard
touchdown run, tying the game 7-7.
Two possessions later, Ellington capped
off a 10-play, 63-yard scoring drive with
a 14-yard touchdown run. Clemson
took the lead 14-7, but it would be the
last time they led the Hurricanes.
Following Clemson's touchdown, the
Hurricanes stormed back and scored 20
unanswered points. Jacory Harris threw
touchdowns of 65 yards, 18 yards and
seven yards to push Miami's lead to
27-14 going into halftime. The 7-yard
touchdown with 10 seconds left to go
in the half silenced Death Valley and
gave Miami the momentum at halftime. Clemson started on offense in the
second half but could not develop any
rhythm as they went three and out. Although the offense was held in check,
Clemson's defense came through in the
third quarter, forcing Miami to punt all
three times they had the ball. At the end
of the third, Clemson's offense put together an eight-play, 56-yard drive that
ended with Andre Ellington punching
it in from three yards out to put the
game at 27-21.
With that score the crowd was rejuvenated, and there was new hope for
the Tigers. Miami opened the fourth
quarter with a punt and Clemson had
a golden opportunity to take the lead.
The Tigers were driving and faced a
fourth-and-one on Miami's 20-yard

C

The Heat
is on in
Miami

X

Ryan Donnelly
elly

columnist

The Hurricane defense stood tall last Saturday, forcing six turnovers and
holding running back Jamie Harper (above) to only 57 yards on 18 carries.
line. Dabo Swinney decided to go for
it and put it in the hands of playmaker
Andre Ellington. The gamble came up
short as cornerback Brandon Harris
stuffed Ellington, ending the Tigers'
comeback bid. In a post-game interview, Harris had this to say about the
fourth-and-one play: "As a player here
in Miami, those are the situations you
want to be in. Come up and make a
big stop for your team." Miami capitalized on the turnover on downs and
sealed the game with a 29-yard field
goal by Matt Bosher. Clemson could
not rebound as the last two drives of

the game ended with a Kyle Parker
fumble and then an interception.
The majority of the time, especially
in college football, whoever wins the
turnover batde wins the game. This
was proven on Saturday, as Clemson
had six turnovers to Miami's two.
"There is no way to have an effective offense with flaws like these,"
Clemson coach Dabo Swinney said.
The Tigers will have to play defense
like they did in the second half and
the offense will have to fix the flaws
as they face a tough North Carolina
team next Saturday, Oct. 9.

I ft

After years of anticipation and
questioning that filled the nerves of
many, the decision finally came this
summer.
It was a decision that would have
a profound impact on the foreseeable future. Some said it would affect people across the country for
three or four years and maybe even
more.
Many claimed that the weather
and the living areas would be taken
into consideration. Others thought
that money might be an issue.
People also speculated that the
talent in the area would be the deciding factor. Some even voiced that
it could depend on the decisions of
others.
Well, after all the excitement,
hype and buildup, the verdict was
made known at long last: I decided to take to take my talents to
Clemson and enroll as a student this
fall.
Oh, and by the way, LeBron
James signed with the Heat.
Terrible jokes aside, LeBron's actions this summer will probably
change the NBA and possibly all
professional sports, forever.
Free agency in sports has always
been a fairly simple process — the
athlete goes where the money is.
In 2001, Alex Rodriguez opted
to sign with a Texas Rangers team
that had absolutely no playoff aspirations. In fact, during Rodriguez's
three year stint with the club, the
Rangers finished in last place in
see LEBRON page C6

Bek shines in classroom and
against the competition
EMSLEY LEWIS
STAFF WRITER

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Muimi
risers 0- > I lurricanes

MEN'S SOCCER
10/1 • Saint Louis
rigers 1-0 Billikens
10/5 • (iardner-Webb
rigers 'i-O Runnin' Bulldogs

'i 26 !8
932 870 (H

FOOTBALL
figers .' I

Josipa Bek, one of Clemson's top women's
tennis players, has to pause and think when
asked how long she has been playing tennis.
"Fifteen years," she calculated. Bek started
playing tennis when she was just seven years
old in Osijek, Croatia, her hometown.
"My neighbor was a coach, and I saw
him every day from my house going to
practice on his big bike, and I always
wondered what he was doing. That's
_ how it started," she said.
»_ She began practicing with her
neighbor, and then she played at her
elementary school whete they had
set up a net. After that, she played
at one tennis club for a year before
moving to a different tennis dub
in her community where she
stayed until coming here to
Clemson. She loves to compete, and tennis has been a
constant for most of her life.
"I love any kind of sport, but
most of all I love playing tennis," Bek said. "I enjoy being
around the athletes and sharing
life with them."
Bek earned All-American

honors in both singles and doubles as a freshman, making her
the first freshman in the programs history to have that claim.
She then went on to do it again her sophomore year. Bek
has been ranked in the top 25 nationally for all of 2010. She
was the 2009 and 2010 All-ACC Selection, the ITA southeast regional singles champion in 2008 and the ITA Carolina
regional singles champion in 2009. These are just a few of
the incredible accomplishments she has made throughout her
tennis career here at Clemson.
Starting here at Clemson, Bek had a litde more on her
plate than the average freshman. She had lived in Croatia all
her life before coming here. The transition to America was
hard at first. "My biggest concern was language — being able
to study in English. It was really hard in the beginning," she
said.
Playing college tennis presented other new challenges, even
for someone as experienced as Bek. It's a balancing act to be
able to juggle school, practice and matches, not to mention
having to learn a whole new language. But Bek says that the
programs here at Clemson made the transition much easier.
The Vickery Hall Student-Athlete Enrichment Programs are
what make the biggest difference. "I don't know what I would
do without them. Everything would be much harder," Bek
said.
Bek is glad for the opportunity to come play and learn at
Clemson despite all the challenges. "At home, you go play
tennis or you go to school. There is no in between," said Bek.
But here in the U.S., she can do both. "It is all a good experience for me; I am happy that I came," she said.
see TENNIS page C5
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STAFF WRITER

Lost in the midst of football starting, we have
had an all-out pennant race on our hands. Let
me start by apologizing to all Giants fans for
having buried your team in my previous article.

wmmm
WHAT FANS SHOULD LIKE Offense, offense, offense. The
2010 iteration of the Bronx Bombers lives up to their nickname by
leading die Majors in ains as well as on-base percentage. These boys

WHAT FANS SHOULD UKE Bobby Cox. In case you've Ix
living under a rock for die last year, diis is the skipper's last season. A
loyal Braves fan knows what diis man has done for their franchise.

WHAT FANS SHOULD DESPISE Ticket prices, Yankee fans will
pay ten times as much as any other Major League team on average for
playoff tickets. Guess that's how they can afford that All-Star lineup...

WHAT FANS SHOULD DESPISE Having to play all 162. Hie
Braves didn't do themselves any favors by lading down die stretch ar
backing into the playoffs. Because of this Inn Hudson may only
one start in die NLDS.

I previously picked the San Diego "little engine
that almost could" Padres to win the NL west.
But just like with my fantasy baseball teams, an
unbelievable statistical anomaly arose to shatter
my

predictions.

San

Francisco's

September

ERA of 1.78 was the lowest of any team since
1965. To put this in perspective, they gave up
a THIRD of the runs that the Pirates gave up
during that month. Just to be clear, no team
has equaled this feat in the lifetime of most of
Clemson's faculty. That's what I call finishing a
season strong. That being said, let's take a teamby-team look at each of the playoff contenders:

ram
WHAT FANS SHOULD LIKE: Pluck. Yes, I used that
word; it's perfect to describe rhis ream. Slowly and quietly,
this group of characters took an AL Central Division thar
was very much up in rhe air.
WHAT FANS SHOULD DESPISE: Injuries. Justin
Morneau is officially out for the entirety of the playoffs,
dealing a crippling blow ro the center of the order. Jason
Kubel, Francisco Liriano, Jon Rauch and the all-importanr
Joe Mauer are all battling recent injuries.
WHAT FANS SHOULD IGNORE: Manager Ron
Gardenhires all-time .250 winning percentage against the
Yankees. Surely a manager that has gone 18 and 54 against
the Yankees is due for a few wins, right?
KEY PLAYER: Joe Mauer. The Twins need him not only
to be healthy but his normal superhuman
—«self ro have a chance in the postseason. .
THE VEGAS QUESTION: Can
the Twins' pitching hold up against
the high-powered bats of the AL?
The Twins beat up on the relatively
imporent AL Central and NL offenses.
When rhey have faced teams in the AL
Last and West, they have struggled.

yfc 'HP*
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WHAT FANS SHOULD IGNORE The back end of their
rotation. The lack of sorting pitching depth is really the only weakness
that this team has.
KEY PLAYER: Andy Pettitte. One of the most dominant pitchers
of the first half, diis elder statesman of the game was hampered by
injuries after die All-Star game. If he can remain healdiy and be a solid
starter for the Yanks, they'll go deep into die playoffs.
THE VEGAS QUESTION: How many
times can C.C. Sabathia pitch during a series?
We all remember his amazing end of the
season a couple years back where he threw
every third game to push the Brewers into rhe
playoffs, but can this slightly older version use his
rubber arm to help keep the pressure off the rest
of die rotation?

WHAT FANS SHOULD IGNORE Brian McCanns glass
Every year he rries to play without them he doesn't hit. Then he puts
them back on and knocks the cover off die ball. Braves fans, stop
making him self-conscious and you'll have rhe besr hirring catcher in
the Majors for an entire season.
KEY PLAYER: Derek Lowe. It's rare that an aged, inning-eating
pitcher is asked to pitch game one of any series, but that's what
happens when the)' wait until game 162 to clinch _^^_
a playoff spot.
THEVEGAS QUESTION:Can the Braves
hit die Giants' pitching? It's pretty tough to hit
Tem'fic Tim Lincecum and Marvelous Matt
Cain. If Jason Heyward and crew can get better
than two mils a game, they'll have a chance.
Otherwise die Braves will get to watch the
NICSonTV.

SAH FRANCISCO
WHAT FANS SHOULD LIKE: Pitching. T
Matt Cain, Jonathan Sanchez. Best starring rorat
righr now, huff said.
WHAT FANS SHOULD DESPISE Scoring runs. The
Giants just can't do it. They win more 1-0 games than the
1930 Washington Senators.
WHAT FANS SHOULD IGNORE: The fact that it is
frankly a miracle rhey are even in the playoffs. The amazing
series of events that placed the Giants here is nothing short
of divine intervention. In sports analysis, that translates into
momentum.

WHAT FANS SHOULD LIKE David Price. The Price is
right in Tampa. Price is one of the best young pitchers in rhe
game. He and the rest of the rotation will help this ream in
the postseason and (assuming the Rays can sell tickets and pay
salaries) beyond.
WHAT FANS SHOULD DESPISE: Nothing. The fact that
the Rays have to give out tickets to get fans to come to a game
in which they clinch a playoff birth is frankly offensive to a
poor lowly Cubs fan such as myself.
WHAT FANS SHOULD IGNORE: Evan Longorias
"injury." Longoria will find his New Era cap and play just as
well as he always does.

KEY PLAYER: Pablo Sandoval. The Panda was largely a
disappointment in 2010 after being near the top of every batting
statistic in 2009. He has been slowly awakening throughout the
season and doubled his homerun total for the
year in the past month. Look out if he gets ^
hot...

KEY PLAYER: Carl Crawford. He sets the plate for the lineup,
even out of the three-spot where he has been hitting recently.
If his average is above .300 in the playoffs, the
.^«^
Rays will go deep.
^

THE VEGAS QUESTION: Can the
Giants score? Their pitching will give
up about two or three runs a game. The
Giants just need to score more than
that.

THE VEGAS QUESTION: How will
the Rays' postseason experience from
two years ago translate to this season?
The smart money says that the recent
postseason experience helps them avoid at
least one, if not multiple, rookie misrakes i
that the Rangers will make.
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jS\ PHILADELPHIA

RANGERS

iin until
WHAT FANS SHOULD LIKE: I listory. The Phillies have
won the past two NL titles and are the odds-on favorite to
represent the National league for the third straight year.
WHAT FANS SHOULD DESPISE I [istory. The Phils Ins,
to the Yankees last year in the Series. (lhances are history could

WHAT FANS SHOULD IGNORE: I listory. No lean
;ino before World War II.
KEY PLAYER:
lllc I lilllns Wl

lv In a Inc I; lui .ii leasi the Nl ( ,S.
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REDS

WHAT FANS SHOULD LIKE Well-rested players. The
Rangers have had their division largely locked up for the better
part of September. This has allowed them to rest key players
with injuries, such as triple-crown threat Tosh Hamilton.

WHAT FANS SHOULD LIKE: Hitting. Led by Triple
Crown contender Joey Votto, the Red's young lineup has been
destroying NL pitching all season.

WHAT FANS SHOULD DESPISE: Bankruptcy. It really is
too bad that this team is in serious danger of being dismantled
due ro financial shorrcomings after rhe season. The)' need ro
make this trip to the postseason count.

WHAT FANS SHOULD DESPISE: Pitching. This Reds
team was simply not put together to win a World Series. There
is no real postseason experience on this staff, and if you told
me that a team using a rotation including Branson Arroyo was
going ro make the World Series, I'd laueh at von

WHAT FANS SHOULD IGNORE The Rays 4-2 series
edge from the season series. Cliff Lee only pitched in one of
these games, and it was one of his few poor outings.

WHAT FANS SHOULD IGNORE: Any attempt to sell
NLCS tickets. I he playoffs are all about starting pitching.

KEY PLAYER: Cliff Lee. Texas' ace will be key in any series
that the Rtngers are in. They will need him to anchor rhis
orherwise unseasoned pitching staff.
THE VEGAS QUESTION: How i
good will Cliff Lee be? Last year with
Philadelphia, he was literally lights-out
every time he took the mound. He has
been hit or miss even- game (hitting more
than missing) with the Rangers this season,
but my money says he shines on the bright
stage ol October.

\9iA\tfh
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KEY PLAYER: joey Votto. He and the .
have to outslug the opposing team every

THE VEGAS QUESTION: Where is the
pitching going to come from? If Dusty
Baker has any arms left that he hasn't
used, he w ill need them in the XII )S.

ol the lineup will
me due ro the lack
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DA'QUAN from page Al
"It puts a lot of ptessure on a
kid coming out of high school with
so many expectations who is going
into college and playing with grown
men. It got to me a little bit, and I
found myself in a hole my first year
that I had to dig myself out of, but
I think I'm finally coming around."
During his first two seasons with
Clemson, Bowers did not live up to
the expectations that were placed
upon him.
Now in his junior season, Clemson's versatile defensive end has
found reason to reflect and refocus
on the game that once came so easily
to him in high school.
They say that truly awful tragedies come in threes, and sadly Bowers has not found himself to be an
exception to this rule.
In one offseason Da'Quan lost
three men who have had more influence on his football career than any
other individuals.
While attending a Clemson football camp during his high school
years, Da'Quan befriended former
Tiger standout Gaines Adams.
The two exchanged numbers and
talked often.
Bowers would even make occasional weekend visits to Clemson,
staying with Adams during weekends that he wanted to break out of
his usual lifestyle in Bamberg.
"I met Gaines when I was 15. I
came here to camp, and he kind of
took me in. He was like a big brother to me," Bowers said.
Much like a big brother, Adams
never tried to sway Bowers' choice
in higher education despite being
recruited by almost every major program the NCAA has to offer.
"He told me, whatever the decision was, to make sure that it was
what my heart wanted me to do and
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"Listening to
him [Adams]
and watching his
games has helped
motivate me to be
the player
I am now/7

not to let others pressure me into
anything," Bowers said.
When Da'Quan Bowers arrived
on campus, there was no doubt in
his mind about the number that
would be emblazoned across his jersey.
He was to wear No. 93, just like
Gaines.
"We were very close, and he told
me what I needed to do to be a great
player. I just took everything he
said and ran with it," Bowers said.
"Listening to him and watching his
games has helped motivate me to be
the player I am now."
On Jan. 17, Clemson and the
NFL were shocked by the news of
Gaines Adams' passing.
It seemed like the big heart that
had made so many fall in love with
the former Tiger defensive end had
failed on him.
Coaches, students and fans at
Clemson University were heartbroken as they were reminded how
fleeting life truly can be.
But perhaps nobody was affected
as much as Da'Quan, who sought
advice from his father, Dennis Bowers.
"Losing Gaines in January was
motivation itself going into the
summer. My father instilled in my
head to do it for Gaines and myself,"
Bowers said.
After the death of Adams, Bowers began to focus on making the
most of his time at Clemson by giving himself the best opportunities to
succeed.
Working with the coaching staff,
Bowers created a weight-room training regimen and a diet that would
get him in top shape for his junior
season.
But before Bowers even made it
out of the offseason, the unthinkable happened.
On Aug. 8, Dennis Bowers sud-

he can remember, building a strong good decisions on and off the field,"
Bowers said. "After he left, I felt that
relationship with his dad.
Losing his father after the loss I needed to step my game up beof Adams was like salt in an open cause I didn't have him on the other
wound, but Bowers managed to side giving me motivation anymore.
turn his pain into focus on the field. I've used that, along with everything
"After my father passed, it was like else that has happened over the past
another motivation coming into my few months, as motivation."
Over the past year, Bowers has
mind," said Bowers.
Just a week after losing his father, done far more growing up as a 20
a mentor of Bowers' passed away. year old than most college students
Eric Bamberg was a school resource do in four years of getting a degree.
But instead of looking on the negofficer from Bamberg-Ehrhardt
High School and had accompanied ative side, Da'Quan has harnessed
Da'Quan during his recruitment his maturity and established himself
visits to various schools before com- as a leader on Clemson's football
squad.
mitting to Clemson.
And just like most great leaders,
Bowers considered Bamberg a
great mentor, and his untimely Bowers is ready for the next chaldeath on Aug. 15 only added more lenge.
"When you win games, you have
grief to the junior defensive end.
Three weeks later, Bowers opened to move forward. That is exactly
the season by sacking North Texas what you need to do when you lose.
quarterback Nathan Tune twice We lost two games to two great opand has not looked back since. The ponents," Bowers said.
With seven conference matchups
big defensive end has been dominant, recording 9-5 tackles for loss left, Bowers and the Tigers have a
through four games after having lot of time to right the ship and state
Clemson's case for returning to the
only 19 in his first two seasons.
"I worked out really hard, and it ACC Championship game in Charis showing for me. I came in with lotte, N.C.
Should Bowers manage to lead
a
positive attitude that I had to get
After recording 19 tackles for a loss
Clemson
to yet another Atlantic
better
and
needed
to
be
a
leader
for
in his first two seasons at Clemson,
Division championship, there is no
Bowers already has 9.5 tackles behind this team," Bowers said.
This season marks the first time doubt in his mind who he will be
the line through four games.
that Bowers is not playing opposite dedicating all of his hard work to.
"Those three guys have been on
denly collapsed before he was sup- from his cousin and fellow Bamberg
my mind and have been motivating
posed to perform a show with his native Ricky Sapp.
"A lot of times I looked up to me to do what I need to do," Bowtraveling gospel band, the LegendRicky
for advice. When I got here, ers said. "Out of everybody around
ary Singing Stars, in Augusta, Ga.
Da'Quan grew up playing guitar in he told me what I needed to do to be me, those three always believed in
his father's gospel band for as long as a great player and helped me make me the most."
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Ultimate thrills in unique club
Clemson's Club Frisbee team looks to improve on previous achievements and make national noise.
BRETT MILLS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In a past issue of The Tiger, the
TimeOut section ran an article describing the top five staples of the
average Clemson student. According
to this feature, any Clemson student
worth his or her salt sported a North
Face book bag, Croakies, Wallabee
shoes, a Guy Harvey t-shirt and a
Vera Bradley bag (this one was only
directed at the ladies). While it was
hilariously accurate, the article neglected to mention another staple
of the typical Clemson University
student that is especially prevalent
whenever the weather is nice outside:
a frisbee. Whether it is disc golf on
the unofficial campus course, tossing a frisbee on Lever Beach, pick-up
games of ultimate frisbee on Bowman, highly competitive intramural
ultimate frisbee games or even more
intense Club Frisbee games, frisbee
plays an integral role in the Clemson
experience for many students.
For most of these students, frisbee
is an enjoyable pastime and something they can do when they want to
goof around or get a bit of exercise

while enjoying the beautiful weather
outside. Those that are more skilled
may try their hand in intramurals.
While the leagues can be tremendously competitive, one would be
hard-pressed to argue that intramural
ultimate is anything more than a hobby. For the cream of the crop on campus, the truly dedicated few, there is
only one option: Club Ultimate.
"This is a different brand of ultimate than people may play on Bowman," Club President Miller Yoho
said. "There are expectations to practice six hours a week, attend optional
workouts and give up half your weekends in the spring. We have multiple
offenses and defenses and are constantly updating our playbook. It is
very serious, but totally worth it. Our
sport is extremely competitive and
gives us an opportunity to represent
Clemson."
This opportunity does not come
easily. In many ways, making the
first-team is an accomplishment in
itself.
"We typically have an open tryout
for the A-team, which is our highlycompetitive, traveling 'school-representing' team, in September/October

Senior Staff Elections
Monday, October 18 at 7.-00 p.m. in the Student Media Lounge
*"re information or an application please e-mail Stephanie
at editor@thetigemews£om.

We are lookina for...

Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
business Manager
advertising Manager
Section Editors
Art Director
Photo Editor
Layout Editors
Copy Editors
Web Editor

at practice," explained junior captain
James Cox. "We take 40 players from
that tryout and split them into two
even teams. Those two teams then go
to a tryout tournament, and the leadership team picks roughly 23 guys
from that 40 for the team."
Like many of its fellow club sports,
Clemson Men's Ultimate rose from
relatively humble beginnings. Although the team was founded in
1976, they were forced to practice on
Bowman Field for well over a decade,
as the club fields did not have lights.
It was not until 1993, when members
of the team successfully petitioned
Student Government to install lights
on the club fields, that Clemson Ultimate finally found its home.
As a club team, they are for the
most part self-led. "The president
and vice president typically communicate with the club sports department and take care of the 'business'
side of the club. We are blessed this
year to have Ben Slade working with
us as a coach," Cox said.
"However, most years we are selfcoached with the senior leadership
leading and teaching the team. The
senior leadership is determined the
previous season by a vote of all returning players. We typically have a
senior and junior captain. They lead
practices, tournaments and all playing events."
The captains' tenures last for a full
season, which spans the entire year.
Tryouts and tournaments take place
in the fall. The actual regular season,
sectionals, regionals and nationals occur in the spring.
Although Clemson Ultimate has
never qualified for nationals, it came
close several times, most notably in
the mid-1980s and in 1994. However, the Tigers have made great strides
as a program in recent years. They
defeated Virginia in the finals of the
second annual ACC Championship
tournament to capture their first
conference crown last fall. Defending
that title is just one of the team's goals
for the upcoming year.
"We plan on repeating as ACC
champs," senior captain Michael
Parks said. "And we plan on going
deep into regionals and finishing Top
10 or better in the final rankings.
UVA was our strongest competition
last year for ACCs, but hands down
Georgia Tech is our biggest rival. The
games are always close, and we have
a good relationship with their team.
They will be a tough test this year."
Yoho echoed Parks' comments
about the ACC tournament: "It is
something we all have as a goal to
win. We are defending champions
and are focused to win again, especially since we are hosting."
This year the tournament will take
place just up 1-85 in Greenville at
Gary Pittman Park on the weekend of
Oct. 16 - 17. The Tigers will begin
to defend their title at 8:30 a.m. on (Top) Chad Bennett reaches out in full stride to catch a disc as a defender
Oct. 16 when they take on the North helplessly dives after him. (Bottom) A.J. Holloway makes an acrobatic catch,
Carolina Tar Heels.
leaping over another player to snag the disc in mid-air.
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TENNIS from page Cl
"Sometimes I get homesick, but I have
friends and the team around me that
help me go through that."
Even though she sometimes misses
home, Bek keeps a positive outlook "I
try to just enjoy the present wherever
I am. It doesn't help to think so much
about Croatia, because I'm not there
right now. Right now I am here. Life is
going so fast, I just want to enjoy every
opportunity I have here at Clemson," she
said.
Bek is a junior in management with
a minor in athletic leadership. She isn't
sure exactly what career she wants to pursue, but she says she doesn't want to go
far from the sport. She says she may try
her hand at the other side of tennis —
the organizational side. "I find that interesting," she said.
Bek says her teammates here at
Clemson are the best part about playing
college tennis. "Tennis is an individual
sport, but here in the U.S., it is a team
sport, too," Bek said. "You are still alone
on the court, but you know that your
court is only one part of the whole team
that is competing that day." The National Championship is, of course, always the
goal for college teams, and Bek says every
time you step on the court you have a
new opportunity to win and to get one
step closer to achieving that goal. "You
always want to compete with the best
players and see where you are," Bek said.
"But I try to enjoy every moment. That's
my goal." One of her favorite moments
at Clemson was last season when the
team beat Georgia to qualify for the National Championship. "That was a real
success for our team," Bek said.
Bek was awarded Athlete of the Year
last year and says that is one of the honors that meant the most to her. Seeing
her name beside so many other incredible Clemson athletes was surreal. "My
coaches and team helped me to reach
that. I couldn't have done it without
thiSJi^^^aiC^Al^^i^t part of the
whole."
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Fantasy football: Week five!
ALEX CUSICK
STAFF WRITER

Week four proved just how important
the media can be in fantasy football. Not
even Adam Schefter's twitter account
could have been updated in time to
let owners know that Arian Foster was
benched for a majority of the first half.
Lucky for Foster owners, the dude demolished Oakland's defense worse than
what Clemson has done to on-campus
parking. In most cases, a benching like
that would ruin a week the same way
finding out we have another noon home
game would. It goes to show you how
important posting up in front of your
television for 12 hours on Sunday is for
fantasy success. You have to catch the
morning shows in order to get the latest
injury updates, disciplinary issues and
matchup problems.
By now your team is starting to show
its true colors. But beware, your team
may be pulling a Stephen Garcia: just
when you think it's finally going to reach
its potential, it grows sloppy facial hair
and lets you down in a big way. To combat this, continue to look to add depth
to your team's weak positions. This is the
time of the year that free-agent acquisitions are not going to shape your team
(barring an injury to a big name), and
trades may be the only way to salvage
your season. If there are players in your
league that lack true football knowledge,
it's time to pounce on them like commuter parkers on open orange spots at
11 a.m. This is the only way to redeem
your first round pick of Ryan Grant or
Ryan Matthews. Don't give up running
backs for wide receivers, and just because
someone is offering you three players for
two does not mean you are getting the
better deal.
Good luck this week. Your team is
not out of it yet, even if you are 0-4. It
usually takes seven losses before you can
pack up your computer charger and start
wearing pants again on Sundays. Enjoy
another week of fantasy football; may

your matchups be against the Raiders
and Bills, and may bye weeks not sneak
up on you like this 130-pound clown
creeping around campus and scaring our
females. Please take that noise elsewhere.

Start&n'
Maurice Jones-Drew, RB, Jacksonville — MJD got in the end zone for
the first time last week. He could catch
fire against the lowly Bills (God bless you
C.J., why they still give Marshawn Lynch
the ball in front of you is one of the seven
wonders of the world).

Carson Palmer, QB, Cincinnati
— The Bengles are disappointing so far,
but he finally found something with TO.
last week. Tampa Bay could struggle to
contain this offense.
Brandon Jacobs, RB, New York
Giants — I hate saying this, because Jacobs is really good at not showing up.
Bradshaw is banged up, which could give
Jacobs a lot of carries. Expect New York to
try and kill the clock against the Texans to
keep their offense off the field.

Legedu Naanee, WR, San Diego
— Nhamdi Asomugha (Oakland's shut
down corner) will be all over Malcolm
Floyd on Sunday. Oakland will try and
shut down Gates and the running game,
leaving room for a big day from Naanee.
Brent Celek, TE, Philadelphia —
With Vick most likely out, Celek is a
good start because he has some chemistry
with back-up Kevin Kolb. This is a good
chance for him to live up to his preseason
fantasy expectations.
John Kuhn, FB, Green Bay — If
Green Bay wants to win a Super Bowl,
they are going to have to figure out how
to run the ball. Brandon Jackson is not
that guy, and until they find someone to
fill Ryan Grant's void, consider Kuhn the
best option.
Michael Turner, RB, Adanta —
He has faced some tough run defenses
early in the year. Facing Cleveland, it
could finally be his time to break out and
have the huge week his first-round-pick
status calls for.

S/tEm'
Kyle Orton, QB, Denver —
Kyle Orton is leading the league in
passing yards. Big problem. He's facing the league's number one pass defense with no running back.
Shonn Greene, RB, New York
Jets — It was nice to see him finally
do something last week Problem was
that he was playing the Bills.
Mike Tolbert, RB, San Diego — Tolbert has been the man the
past two weeks, but San Diego will
try to get their rookie phenom Ryan
Matthews more involved as his health
returns.
Clinton Portis, RB, Washing
ton — Portis hurt his groin and will
be out 4-6 weeks.
Anquan Boldin, WR, Baltimore — This could be the stupidest
thing I have ever written, however I
have a feeling Champ Bailey will be all
over him.
Titans D/ST — Their first few
weeks may have been an apparition,
and playing Dallas is not going to help
their fantasy value.

Bears Wide Receivers—Jay
Cuder is hurt, the line is in shambles
and rarely do all receivers have big
weeks. Be very weary of this receiving
core.
Alex Smith, QB, San Francisco
—Just when you thought the Niners'
schedule would get easier, it doesn't.
Philadelphia's pass defense is good,
and Smith will struggle.

Free a^ent talent
Ryan Torain, RB, Washington
- In a Mike Shanahan system, Ryan
Torain could become a thousand-yard
back despite not playing the first two
weeks.

Santonio Holmes, WR, New
York Jets — If no one kept him because
of his four-game suspension, it is time
to sprint to your computer, because he
could be a premiere receiver this year.

Break it. Strain it. Tear it.
STRENGTHEN IT. STRETCH IT. REHAB IT.
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Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation
• Pre & Post-Operative
Rehab
• Orthopaedic Injury
Rehab
• Hand Therapy
• Custom Splinting
• Sport Conditioning
•Injury Prevention
Education
• Custom Foot Orthotics
• Pool Therapy
13.000 square fool
state-of-the-art facility
located on

Hwy. 123 just a few miles
from campus

864«482«0085
wvvvv.csmr.org

Whether you were injured playing
intramurals or are recovering from a
recent surgery, we provide rehabilitation
programs with individual attention to
return you to your busy college life or
sports arena!
Trust the best. H'e Ye been treating our neighbors in
Clemson, Seneca, Central, and surrounding areas
since 1994...

LEBRON from page Cl
each season. Why would one of the
greatest players in the history of the
game go to such a crummy team?
$25.2 million a year — that's why.
But when LeBron James, Dwyane
Wade and Chris Bosh hit the free
agent market last July, money wasn't
necessarily the biggest issue.
James had already signed the famous $100 million dollar contract
with Nike at the age of 18 while
both Wade and Bosh had been
granted large money contracts earlier in their careers. So when James
shook the sports world by taking
his talents to South Beach, his decision marked an instrumental turn
in NBA free agency that will probably leak to other professional sports
leagues as well.
Sure, you could point to the '96'97 Rockets with Charles Barkley,
Clyde Drexler and Hakeem Olajuwon and the '07-'08 Celtics with
Paul Pierce, Ray Allen and Kevin
Garnett as examples of big-time
players that came together to try to
win a championship.
But in both of those cases, all
three of the superstars were past
their prime and none were considered the best player in the game.
James, 25, Wade, 28, and Bosh,
26, were the three most sought after
NBA free agents since Kobe Bryant forced Laker nation to hold its
collective breath in the summer of
2004. James is a six-time all-star
who has won the MVP award in the
last two seasons and single-handedly
led the Cleveland Cavaliers to the
NBA finals in the '06-'07 season.
Wade is also a six-time all-star and
was the NBA Finals MVP in 2006
after leading the Heat to a title.
Bosh has "only" five all-star appearances and led the Toronto Raptors
in scoring every season since his
rookie campaign.
The "Miami Thrice" (a nickname
I unfortunately cannot take credit
for) held all the power in their own
hands and decided to come together
to form something special as opposed to just playing wherever they
could get the most money.
While the story of the decision
will go down as one of the most notable in sports history, it may very
well take a backseat to the story of
the amazing backlash that followed.
For reasons I will never be able to
agree with, LeBron James has become widely recognized as the most
hated athlete in all of sports. People
hate him because he left the Cavaliers in shambles.
They hate him because he went to
a franchise that already had a face to
it. They hate him because he chose
to announce his decision during an
overdone and extremely annoying
one-hour segment on ESPN. They
hate him because he has yet to win
a championship, and they feel as
though he's taking the easy way out.
I've also encountered people who
hate him just because he does that
stupid scrunchy face after he scores.
I disagree with all of these points,
save one. The one-hour special was
ridiculous, and Jim Gray's slow
questioning made everything even
worse. I don't know how James,
or more importantly his supposed
"team" (made up of mooching
friends), ever agreed to such an
outlandish idea, but it really made
him look heartless. As Kevin Durant
showed, a simple tweet would have
sufficed.
Aside from this, I will never understand how anyone has a problem
with what James did. LeBron only
has one thing on his mind, and
that's winning an NBA championship. His first choice was always
staying in Cleveland and bringing in
another superstar, but the Cavaliers
were simply unable to get it done. In
his seven seasons with the Cavs, the
only noteworthy players brought in
were Mo Williams, Antawn Jamison
and Shaquille O'Neal.

Williams consistently came up
short in the playoffs, Jamison was
even worse in the playoffs last year
than Williams usually is, and Shaq
pretty much needs to be wheeled
out onto the court at this point.
I'm not saying that Dan Gilbert
and the Cavs front office didn't do
everything they could. It is widely
known that they went after superstars like Chris Bosh and Amare
Stoudemire several times, but the
deals simply never happened, perhaps because other teams feared
trading a superstar to play with
James.
The Cavs went after Bosh again
this summer as he was finally a free
agent, but even though Bosh wanted
to play with James, he refused because he prefers big markets like
New York and Miami.
This left James in a very difficult situation. He wanted to stay in
Cleveland and bring a championship to his hometown, but he would
have to do it without any help.
A common misconception about
NBA superstars is that they can win
championships without any help.
This couldn't be any farther from
the truth. Bill Russell, who incredibly won eleven NBA championships
with the Boston Celtics, played with
five other Hall-of-Famers during his
career, including NBA legend Bob
Cousy.
Wilt Chamberlain had Hall-ofFamers Tom Gola and Paul Arizin.
Julius Erving had Hall-of-Famer
Nate Archibald. Magic Johnson had
Hall-of-Famer Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. Larry Bird had Hall-of-Famers
Kevin McHale and Robert Parish.
Michael Jordan had Hall-of-Famer
Scottie Pippen.
Tim Duncan had Hall-of-Famer
David Robinson. Kobe Bryant had
future
Hall-of-Famer
Shaquille
O'Neal, then he ran him out of
town and he couldn't win another
title until the Lakers acquired perennial all-star Pau Gasol.
Taking this into consideration,
it's pretty easy for me to see why
James chose Miami over Cleveland.
He knew he would have the players
to get it done instead of having to sit
back and hope they could convince
an all-star to join him.
A second misconception about
this situation is that the Heat is
Dwyane Wade's team. The Heat was
Wade's team right up until they acquired James.
Wade is great, but James is the
best player in the NBA and will assume the leadership role. He'll lead
the team in scoring, and he's the
person that will be turned to with
the game on the line.
Wade will be the best number-two
option since Kobe Bryant played the
"Robin" role to Shaquille O'Neal,
but he'll be the number-two option
nonetheless.
I've also heard people say that
because he left his team to pair up
with other superstars, James will
never be considered in the same
category as the players I mentioned
before. I couldn't disagree more.
If James leads the Heat to three or
more championships and is the Finals MVP in each of those series, we
will forget that he played with such
great players just like we forget that
the players listed above had such an
incredible supporting cast.
James has a tremendous opportunity in front of him and still
has a chance to become one of the
greatest, if not the greatest, player
that has ever played the game.
However, he needs to start
winning, and he needs to start
this season. Winning 70 or more
games would be nice, but he desperately needs that first ring.
LeBron's journey begins on Oct.
27 when his Heat face off against
the Boston Celtics. Whether
you're a believer in the King or a
James hater, I'm sure we'll all be
tuning in this season to watch history unfold.

INSIDE: Shh! Don't tell the secrets on D2
Hike it on the floor.
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Fall for Greenville
October 8-10
Friday
5 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Bank of America Wine Tasting
Area featuring Ben Arnold
Beverage Wines
Location: Piazza Bergamo
7 p.m. — 8 p.m.
Jason Isbell and the 400 Unit
(Rock)
Location: Washington Street
Stage

The theme of this year's Tigerama

Congratulations

to

the

was "Roaring Horizons," and it

Student Association and Clemson

definitely roared. The show started

Fellowship on their win. The Air Force ROTC

off with a beautiful rendition of

and their Pershing Rifles put the crowd on the

the national anthem from Tigeroar

edge of their seats. Despite the few mishaps

followed by a crowd-pumping presentation from

they had, it was still an exciting presentation.

the Clemson cheerleaders and Rally Cats and an

After the flying rifles was another great
and

the

Student

amusing college anthem by Doug McCormick.

performance

Their flips, twirls and kicks were perfect and got

voices of the women ofTakeNote. After the

everyone excited for the upcoming football game.

beautiful voices came the beautiful faces of

The roar got even louder when the Tiger Band

the homecoming court. Congratulations to

performed and once again shook the southland.

the new Homecoming queen Kathryn Harris.

Next up were the skits intermingled with

To wrap up an exciting and crowd-pumping

performances by the Air Force ROTC, the female

evening was an amazing fireworks display by

a cappella group TakeNote and Tigeroar. The
skits were cute and added an amusing interlude,

Zambelli Fireworks. Tigerama was really fun and
reminded us all to keep reaching for our goals
and to never lose sight of our Roaring Horizons.

and the jabs at USC were appreciated by all.

by Tigeroar

9 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Deer Tick (Alt-Country/Rock)
Location: Washington Street
Stage

Presbyterian

Saturday
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Public Tasting at 3:30 p.m.
Chili Cook-Off
Location: East McBee Avenue

angelic

6 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Sequoyah Prep School (Southern
Rock/Indie)
Location: Washington Street
Stage
7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Sam Quinn and the Japan 10
(Folk Rock)
Location: Carolina First Stage on
McBee
7:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Rogue Wave (Rock)
Location: Washington Street
Stage

Sunday
3 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Hannah Miller (Singer/
Songwriter)
Location: Carolina First Stage on
McBee
3 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Cravih Melon (Rock)
Location: Michelin on Main
Stage at Falls Park
6 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Samantha Crain (Alternative/
Folk)
Location: Carolina First Stage on
McBee

Mock Turtle Soup
Comedy Improv.
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Lee Hall 111

8 p.m.

$5

Fall for Greenville
Downtown Greenville Main St. from Beattie to
Camperdown

5 p.m. -11 p.m.
FREE

Farm Aid Festival and
5KRun

"These Shining Lives"
by the Clemson Players

National Coming Out
Day

Student Organic Farm

The Brooks Center

The North Green

11 a.m.-5 p.m.
$5 parking fee

3 p.m. -5 p.m.
$5 Students/$10 Adults

11 a.m.-2 p.m
FREE
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hat is fashion,
really? Is it
a
designer
in
Paris
sending
a
ridiculous avant-garde outfit down
the runway that no one would ever
wear but is supposed to convey some
deeper meaning into that designers
philosophy on life? Or is it something
more, an art form as a method of
expression? In todays world, fashion
has a completely different meaning
than what it was even five years ago. For
the majority of us, the closest we have
gotten to designer styles and looks is
reading our monthly subscriptions to
Vogue, Hie and Harpers Bazaar. We
get to flip through the glossy pages
of a magazine and lust after gorgeous
hand-studded leather pumps we know
we probably couldn't ever righdy justify
purchasing even if we had the money.
Instead, we try to replicate looks using
pieces we've collected from all over.
Our twenty-something generation
is so glued to our Blackberries, iPhones
and computers that it is no wonder

the rise of apps and blogs has translated
into the fashion world. It seems to be
that fashion has shifted from an art form
disconnected from the reality of many
people into a movement of style. Instead
of labels and designers, people are focusing
on self-expression through personal style.
One particular blog that stands
out in the world of fashion and style
is The Sartorialist. Scott Schuman,
the creator of the blog, takes photos
of people he sees in his travels. The
purpose of The Sartorialist is to look for
inspiration in the outfit and style choices
of extraordinary yet everyday people.
He writes in his biography, "My only
strategy when I began The Sartorialist was
to try and shoot style in a way that I knew
most designers hunted for inspiration.
Rarely do they look at the whole outfit
as a yes or no, but they try and look
for the abstract concepts of color,
proportion, pattern mixing or mixed
genres." Schuman juxtaposes shots taken
at runway shows with posts of seemingly
common people. It is his attention to
detail and ability to capture it that makes
his photography of style so striking.

DEC :EMBER 2010 CiRAI H A IKS:

PURCHASE YOUR HONOR STOLE NOW!
Omicron I X*lta Kappa is pleased to announce the Fall 2010 Stole Sale

To qualify, you must be an undergraduate with a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or
higher.
11< >n< >r st<)le < >rders and payments are DUE no later than

Monday, October 11th
Stoles start at S55.00 each

To order an honor stole, please visit our website:
http://people.clemson.edu/~odk/stoles.html
* * Please direct all questions or concerns to
elemsonhonoiNto1es<&gmail.eom * *
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Ingredients:
3 or 4 ripe bananas, smashed
1 /3 cup melted butter
1 cup sugar (can easily reduce to 3/4 cup)
1 egg, beaten
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 teaspoon baking soda
Pinch of salt
1-1/2 cups of all-purpose flour
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Across
1. Watercraft
5. Pairs
9. Dips a hand into a liquid
14. Not doing anything
15. Roof overhang
16. Dwelling
17. Golf items
18. Afresh
19. Chronic skin disease
20. Blacken
22. Short breaks
24. Accepted group member
28. Mound
29. Atmospheric
31. More chafed
35. Blocks of precious metal
36. Goes bad
38. Australian flightless bird
39. Feeling extreme anger
41. Raised railways
42. Young codfish
44. Wager
45. Conditional release
48. Extreme dislike
49. Rubbed out
51. Short rest intervals
53. Resign
55. Least palatable
56. Elevated
60. Biblical high priest
61. Buckets
62. Hurry
64. Departed
68. Start of
69. List entry
70. Rounded earthenware jar
71. Necessities
72. Snakelike marine animals
73. Tickled pink
Down
1. Chomped
2. Lyrical poem
3. Fermented malt
4. Most easily angered
5. Wrapping removers
6. Unnaturally pale
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7. Once again
8. Stitched
9. Rigidness
10. Degraded
11. Puts on
12. Border
13. Perceives visually
21. Commotion
23. Twist
24. Drink in
25. Within a shorter distance
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Sedimentary rock layers
More developed
Use crayons
Mark down
Expresses strong feelings
Most presumptuous
Keys
Fencing participants
Cold pup?
Computes the sum
Regards with respect
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E
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50. Ascended

52. Good buddy
54. Mysterious
56. On top
57. Window section
58. Increase
59. Appointment
63. Animation frame
65. Secondary building-wing
66. Insect wing
67. June honoree

Aries

Leo

Sagittarius

July 23-Aug. 23

Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Take some time off from that obnoxious
math class and get rid of that head cold.

Taking in that ugly stray cat will secure
you some good karma for at least a
month.

Taurus

Virgo

IJ

Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

You'll be asked to get a cup of coffee by
pV a well-meaning stranger soon; be sure
to say yes!

E:

Don't get discouraged this week; next
LV week will bring back your sunny
optimism.

R

Learn the Heimlich maneuver this
week. You're going to need it.

Capricorn
Dec. 22-Jan. 19
► Beware of small plastic pieces, hot dogs
and othet petfect choking hazards!

Gemini

Libra

Aquarius

May 21 -June 21

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

Jan. 20-Feb. 19

Relax and enjoy life. In othet words:
stop being a buzz kill fot everyone else
this weekend.

You'll have the opportunity to become
a true Clemson legend this weekend, so
take all your chances.

Pethaps you should stop tuning into
w ESPN during class this week — you
never know when you'll have a pop quiz.

Cancer

Scorpio

Pisces

June 22-July22

Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

Feb. 20 - March 20

► Have an extra pair of pants with you on
Monday. Ttust me.

8<-

6

5

March 21 -April20

Apr/7 2 / - May 20

1. Preheat the oven to 350°F. With a wooden spoon,
mix butter into the smashed bananas in a large
mixing bowl.
2. Mix in the sugar, egg'and vanilla. Sprinkle the b
soda and salt over the mixture and mix in. Add the
flour last and mix.
3. Pour mixture into a buttered 4x8 inch loaf pan. Bake
for 1 hour. Cool on a rack. Remove from pan and
;e to serve.

4

3

m Stop being a wimp. Just do it already!

®

Don't take their advice this week. Go
with your gut teaction.

m

PEACE

W

CONGREGATIONAL

1. Where was King Kong discovered in the 1933 film?

CHURCH

2. What animal's scientific name is Erinaceus albiventris?

CLEMSON GAY SVii

JHT

ALLIANCE

3. What is the pseudonym used by the founder of
Alcoholics Anonymous?
4. If you suffer from pogonophobia, of what would you
have a fear?

The Peace Congregational Church is a supporter of the Clemson GayStraight Alliance and its efforts to promote education and awareness
about LGBT issues in the Clemson Community.
If you're looking for a church that is welcoming and accepting of you
no matter where you are on life's journey, contact Pastor Susie Smith.

5. Where does Homer Simpson work?

Thepeacechurch.org

glfHHH © kotthbanng

Susie B. Smith, Pastorclemsonucc@gmail.com

Clemson Gay-Straight Alliance
"Allying the Queer and Straight community "
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Come and join us for FREE FOOD at the North
Green, located behind the amphitheater and
facing Cooper Library!

Dote: October 11th, Monday
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Time: 11:00AM-2:00PM
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Organizations at the Event

• Gantt Center for Student life

• WSBF Music/Entertainment

• Sale Zone

gay. lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people and

.Redfern/CAPS

.Prism Youth Group

allies celebrate NCOD. They hold workshops, speak-

.CUPO

• Peace Congregation Church

• Michelin Career Center

• Student Media

- and contributing members of their respective com-

• Clemson Democrats

• Women's Studies

munities-

Every October 11 th. Across the nation thousands of

outs, rallies and other kinds of events all aimed at

1

4

CLEMSON GAY SI

For morr information contact Joshua Morgan: jmorgo3if CLi

showing the public that GLBT people are everywhere
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arriving midday Saturday, we found a
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voice to an era and an idea of the South

about exciting

few tents featuring handmade jewelry,

that is difficult for many authors to

weekend

grasp. His voice was easy to listen to

trips

to

pottery and other knickknacks one
would find at a mountain festival.

brighten

up

A musician was standing on a stage

his settings and stories. He talked a

a horrendous week of midterms,

playing a hammered dulcimer, creating

little between readings and gave a few

and had the audience enraptured in

Boiling Springs, N.C., is usually not at

the perfect setting for meandering

"thank yous" to various people in the

the top of the list. However, this past

through the tents and chatting with

audience and those who had inspired

weekend the small mountain town was

the local artists. A writing workshop

and helped him along the way.

home to the first Ron Rash Festival

and literary conference also took

We walked away from the day

presented as part of the Southern

place this weekend and featured local

feeling a little more in tune with

Appalachian Series at Gardner-Webb

acclaimed

University. The festival took place

from

Friday,

Oct.

1

through

writers

and

surrounding

professors
universities.

southern

culture and came back

Saturday

After taking a BBQ break in

little things we take for granted in

nearby Shelby, we made our way back

award-winning author Ron Rash but

to the main auditorium where the

South Carolina. It's nice to know
that we are still preserving southern

other southern authors and artisans

winners of the Ron Rash Award were

traditions

as well as folk music and dancing.

and literature hasn't stopped with

Ron Rash, a native of Boiling

named and they read selections of their
work. Rash followed by reading from

Springs, has written three poetry

a short story and Serena. Rash gives a

Williams

Flannery

through
O'Connor,
and

William

books, four short story anthologies
including "One

Foot in Eden" and "Serena." Rash
has won many awards for his writing,
Tl 'JHMWMV^*'

such as the NEA Poetry Fellowship,
the

Sherwood

Anderson

Free tickets to sporting events. It's worth
putting up with the occasional test to
get free tickets to the biggest games.
Besides, going to work is like taking a
test every day without the benefit of free
tickets to Death Valley.

with a deeper appreciation for the

night and not only featured the

and four novels,

You're in the best place in the world. Why
would you ever want to leave?

storytelling,

You get weekends off. In the mysterious,
dangerous place they call the real world,
you unfortunately are not guaranteed a
free weekend.

Tennessee
Faulkner.

The economy sucks. What's your rush
to find a job when they're quickly
disappearing? Why not wait it out while
enjoying the many perks Clemson
University has to offer?

Prize

and the O. Henry Award. He also
received the James Still Award from
the Fellowship of Southern Writers.
Being the mellow football fan
I am, it was not hard to leave the
homecoming festivities and not-sovictorious game for a literary festival

MMM NN j-r-v;

■ SB'S;

College kids get discounted, sometimes
free, things. Play the "starving college
kid" card and you're likely to get a
discount. Think about the Target and
Wal-Mart back-to-school events or
student discounts at the movies.

featuring a favorite author. Upon

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17,2010 2:00 PM
All proceeds benefit the All Faiths Chapel and Student Memorial Gardens
To register or find out more information, please visit our website at
wvm.clemsonstudentmemorial5k.com
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Geezer Pop's Sammiches
|(ATIE QUEEN
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Located on top of Todaro's downtown,
Geezer Pop's is one of those restaurants
that can get overlooked, especially if
people assume that it's just another sub
place. After trying out this restaurant, I
can say that it's a welcome addition to the Clemson area.
First of all, the location is awesome if you're

down for some people watching on a late Thursday
night or a home-game Saturday. The main wall of the
eating area has windows that look over downtown,
complete with a TV in each corner. The room is
completely saturated with orange, and there is no
doubt that this is a Clemson-friendly place to eat.
I decided to try the Sir William, which is

D5
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essentially a chicken salad sandwich with spinach.
However, it was totally different than what I was
expecting... in a really good way! The chicken
salad had grapes in it, adding a different twist to
the chicken salad sandwiches you come across in
other places. The bread was also not your typical
sub bread, because it was much softer and had
a much better texture and taste than ordinary
sub breads. I also really liked the layer of spinach
on the chicken salad, because it amped up the
sandwich without making it soggy with tomatoes
and lettuce. Overall, the Sir William was extremely
delightful, and you got a huge portion for the

price. The menu also had several side options,
including pasta salad, various dips and baked beans
if you want something to complement your meal.
Another huge benefit to Geezer Pop's besides
the great location and tasty food is that they are
open late (as late as 2 a.m. on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday nights) as long as people are still coming
in. This means they are a prime option if you have
the late night munchies on a Friday night or you
need some brain food for a killer exam the next day.
Geezer Pop's is definitely not to be passed
up the next time you're downtown. Remember
to stop by and get yourself some sammiches!
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Who gave you the gift of fishing?
THE TIGER CTAFF

Chris Trapper
VILEY QRANT
"So that's how it began, just a couple
of chords and a bad day." An interview
with Chris Trapper leads him to recall his
experience of being picked on in grade
school by bullies, which drove him to
write his first song on his brother's guitar.
If only those bullies could see Trapper
now, as he's enjoying a successful career in
the music business as a singer/songwriter
and recendy released a new album. "Into
the Bright Dghts" is a seven-track EP
that was released July 2010. If you enjoy
head-bobbing, singing along to songs
about heartache and listening to lyrics
that tell an extraordinary story, this album
is for you. Trapper, a musician originally
from Boston, arrived on the music scene
in 1995 and is still going strong. He
began his career as a front man in the
band The Push Stars (a band similar to
an unplugged Matchbox Twenty) but
became a solo artist in 2002. Trappers
voice is a soothing mixture of The
Fray's Isaac Slade and Dave Matthews.
The album offers a satisfactory mix of
light electronic and guitar melodies and
completely acoustic songs reminiscent
of Whidey. His heartbreak tunes tided
"Already Gone" and "Heartaches on
Parade" are a surprisingly fun and catchy
substitute to the usual slow, sad crooning

of deep-voiced male alternative artists.
Trapper is by no means an undiscovered
or small-time artist. His music has been
featured in several movies including
"August Rush," "There's Something
About Mary," "The Devil Wears Prada"
and "Say It Ain't So." His music has
won a collection of awards, including
a Grammy Nomination for his work
on the "August Rush" soundtrack. The
best part of Chris Trapper's newest
release is that it is available for a nameyour-own price on the completely-legal
website www.bandcamp.com. So not
only can you download his album for
free, you can power down Limewire to
get it. Better yet, Chris Trapper's tour
brings him to Eddie's Attic in Decatur,
Ga., on Sunday, Oct. 10. For $15 at
the door or $12 in advance, you can
experience the musical enchantment
that is Chris Trapper live and in person.

It is an important person who teaches you how to
fish. They can be anyone: a mother, father, grandparent,
brother or friend. Usually they are a significant person
in your life, and it was no doubt a meaningful moment.
This month, Costa Del Mar asks Clemson students to
honor the person who gave them the "gift of fishing."
Today it's as important as ever to celebrate
the gift of fishing and pass it along to others. By
inspiring our friends, family and loved ones to fish,
we can keep a tradition alive while protecting Earth's
fisheries and promoting sustainable fishing practices.
Clemson students can submit a story to The Tiger
explaining the way they received the gift of fishing. Fans
on The Tigers Facebook page will vote on the students'
entries using the "like" feature. The story with the most
"likes" will be featured in an upcoming issue of The Tiger.
The selected entrant will also receive a complimentary
pair of Costa Del Mar sunglasses, the clearest sunglasses

on the planet and a key piece of gear for anglers.
Please submit one photograph illustrating your "Gift of
Fishing" experience along with a story (no more than four
sentences) to editor@thetigernews.com. All entries must
be received by Oct. 15- Entries will be posted in a photo
album on The Tiger's Facebook page, www.facebook.com/
thetigernews, and voting will be open from Oct. 15 to Oct. 31.
The finalist will be featured in an upcoming
issue of The Tiger and will receive one
complimentary pair of Costa Del Mar sunglasses.
Costa Del Mar is also hosting a nationwide "Gift of
Fishing" promotion on their Facebook site, www.facebook.
com/costasunglasses starting Oct. 1. Every two weeks for eight
weeks, Costa's Facebook fans will vote on theit favorite photo,
and the person receiving the most votes will win a free pair
of Costas. At the end of the promotion, a grand prize winner
will win a trip for two to the Bahamas to go bonefishing.
For more information, please visit Costa's fan page.

WOMEN IN POLITICS: A PLACE AT THE TABLE
Decisions, challenges, stories, suggestions, words of wisdom
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GILDACOBB-HUNTER
HOUSE REPRESENTATIVE

"False Priest"

ORANGEBURG COUNTY

Of Montreal

•

JACOB UUEBB

JENNIFER WILLIS
VICE CHAIRMAN

On their tenth studio release, "False
Priest," Of Montreal takes the funkinspired sounds oftheir last two albums to
another level. From the opening seconds
of the first track, "I Feel Ya Strutter," the
tone of the album is set with most of the
album being dominated by funky guitar,
bright synths and Kevin Barnes' wailing
falsetto. The funk exercises of "False
Priest" sound like something Prince
could produce if he only wouldn't take
himself so seriously. The lyrics contribute
to at least half of the entertainment value
of the record, with the band's goofy,
over-sexualized pastiches of 1970s funk
artists often stealing the spotlight from
the music that soundtracks it. The
spoken word verses of "Our Riotous
Defects" are a prime example of this,
where the narrator speaks of a girl he
has tried to impress but failed, so she
throws his Betta fish out the window...
seriously. While the first two-thirds of
the album are stricdy funky numbers,
the: last
la few tracks take a more traditional

PICKENS COUNTY COUNCIL

•

LAURIE DICKES
PHD CANDIDATE, POLICY STUDIES
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY

indie rock sound, ultimately derailing
the momentum the band had built up
before. While tracks like "Famine Affair"
and the piano-led "Casualty of You" fit
the lyrical and vocal archetypes in place,
they simply aren't as fun as the funky
numbers that comprise the majority of
the record. Duets with Janelle Monae
("Enemy Gene") and Solange Knowles
("Sex Karma") fit in perfecdy with the
best songs on the record, and Jon Brion's
production adds a level of precision
never heard before on an Of Montreal
record. "False Priest" is best when it sticks
to the sharp, humorous funk that has
defined the last few years of the band's
career, and it also ranks as one of the
band's best records simply because they
sound like they're having so much fun.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 1 1
7:00 P.M.

SELF AUDITORIUM,
STROM THURMOND INSTITUTE

SPONSORED

sr CLEMSON

UNIVERSITY'S PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON WOMEN. WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM,
EVENT B FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

a

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
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October 15th S*®t^:
FREE

WKat: Clemson University's
Concert Committee (called FANATICS) Meeting
This is Clemson's only concert
committee that has the advantage
of working very closely with the
people who book the major events
at this University. This will be a
great opportunity to understand
the basics of the process as well as
be able to provide input for future
events YOU want to see!
Wheil: Thursday October 14,
2010 @ 5pm
I

Where: Littiejohn Coliseum's
Green Room
Enter through the East Gate (the
side with the bronze tiger statue)
and there will be signs directing
you to the meeting.

Learn how TPP attracts artists to Clemson!

Reaching For The Stars"
Fanatics Meeting
@ The LJC Greenroom

ou Request The Best...

rVRL
virtual request line

W Jtiy: TigerPaw Productions
believes it is important to have student input in the concert experience. Whether you have a question
on how we attract artists to Clemson, or want to know why we
brought a certain artist here this is
your opportunity to voice your
opinions. So bring your friends
and roommates and come out for a
good time!

OAR, Ke$ha, Trey Songz,
The Black Keys, Kenny
Chesney, Elton John, B*OJB,
Passion Pit, Coldplay
IbuVe requested them, now help us
make these events possible! FANATICS

...We'll Do The Rest

www.ClemsonMajorEvents.com
ticketmaster.com
RENTALS

864 233.2525

Alvin. Jenkins
Executive Director
TigerPaw Productions
www.backstagetpp.com

